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ABSTRACT 

New types of quantum interference oscillations in transverse 

magnetoresistance of single crystals of ultrapure magnesium are reported. 

These oscillations occur as a function of the angle of rotation when the 

current is passed along the [1120] direction and the magnetic field ft is ro

tated by <1° from [ 1010] towards the [ 0001] symmetry axis. In order to 

characterize the oscillations, extensive qualitative data were taken for 

fields up to 24 kG and for temperatures in the range of 1.4 K-4.2 K. It 

is shown that these angle-dependent oscillations have the same origin as 

the field-dependent interferometer oscillations first reported by Stark 

and Friedberg. Both types of oscillations arise from the electron quan

tum states on the coupled orbit network, which is obtained for i?| |[1010] . 

It is shown that high sensitivity of the oscillations and the 

background magnetoresistance (for ft within ~1° from [ 1010]) to field in-

homogeneity and crystal strain yields strong evidence for a new regime of 

quantum transport. In this regime, quantum phase coherence of the electrons 

extends over distances of the order of 0.1 mm, and coherence determines 

not only the oscillation amplitudes but also the background. The 

"stacked mirror" model of Stark and Reifenberger is not applicable in 

such a regime of transport. A rudimentary model is presented that seems 

to be in qualitative agreement with the data. However, band structure 

calculations firmly establish that the large oscillations arise from the 

symmetry breaking of the two interferometer lobes as the field is ro

tated away from [ 1010] . 

viii 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

General 

In a single crystal of Mg, for magnetic field ?! applied along 

the [ lOlO] symmetry axis, some of the electron wavepackets in the crys

tal move on one-dimensional periodic open orbits. For magnetic fields 

of a few kilogauss or more, the open orbits are coupled, due to partial 

magnetic breakdown of band gaps, to certain closed orbits and form a 

one-dimensional network of coupled orbits. As a result, an electron 

wavepacket moving on this orbit network splits into a multitude of 

branches which, after propagating on different paths, recombine at some 

later time. This gives the possibility of interference of electron 

waves if the latter retain phase coherence over sufficiently long dis

tances. Change of phase of the electron waves on various paths depends 

on the geometry of the orbits and 15. Hence, the conditions for con

structive and destructive interference are obtained as the field strength 

is varied. This results in field-dependent quantum interference oscil

lations in transverse magnetoresistance when current J is passed along 

the [ 1120] symmetry axis. In this configuration, J is perpendicular to 

S. These oscillations were first observed by Stark and Friedberg (1971). 

These field-dependent interference oscillations were studied 

quite extensively, both theoretically and experimentally, and culminated 

in the work of Stark and Reifenberger (1977a,b) and Reifenberger (1977). 
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They studied the line shape of the oscillations and compared it with 

their theory to extract various physical parameters including the quan

tum state lifetime of the electrons. Their theory was remarkably suc

cessful, not only in calculating with reasonable accuracy the background 

and the oscillatory components of the magnetoresistance as a function of 

field strength, but also in predicting the drastic line shape changes 

which occur when H is tilted only by a few hundredths of a degree from 

[ 1010] towards [ 0001]. 

During an early stage of investigations of the field-dependent 

oscillations, it was observed that some of the samples displayed angle-

dependent oscillations in the magnetoresistance when ft was rotated con

tinuously through a small angle (<1°) about [1010] and in a plane normal 

to J. Normally, copper spots are sputtered on the surface of a Mg sam

ple for the purpose of soldering electrical leads. First, the sample 

surface is cleaned for a few minutes by bombardment with argon ions, and 

then copper spots are sputtered. It was noticed that only some of the 

samples with sputtered Cu spots displayed the angle-dependent oscilla

tions in rotation diagrams. When pressure contacts (clip leads) were 

used, these oscillations were not observed. This led to the erroneous 

belief that the oscillations were not an inherent property of Mg, but 

somehow originated due to the process of sputtering Cu. In particular, 

the evidence seemed to suggest that their amplitudes were related to 

the length of time for which the sample surface was cleaned with argon 

ions. 

During the study of the field-dependent oscillations, the angle-

dependent oscillations severely interfered with data taking, and hence, 
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all the data were restricted to field strengths less than ~10 kG. In 

this field range, the angle-dependent oscillations had quite small ampli

tudes. No attempt was made to include these oscillations in the theory 

as they were not considered to be a bulk property of Mg. The major goal 

of the present investigation was to understand the origin of these oscil

lations in rotation diagrams and study them in detail. 

Initially, we proceeded on the hypothesis that the angle-

dependent oscillations were related to the cleaning time. The cleaning 

time was varied from 1 to 30 minutes for various samples. However, with 

considerable improvement in the sample-handling techniques, it was found 

that, irrespective of the cleaning time, the oscillations were obtained 

for all pure Mg samples that were relatively strain-free. They could 

be observed even when pressure contacts were used, though in this case 

their amplitude was much smaller. This definitely proved that the 

angle-dependent oscillations were intrinsic to Mg. The current direc

tion was aligned very carefully, and then intentionally misaligned to 

see if the oscillations were related to a misalignment of J. It turned 

out that the oscillations were largest when J||[llJ0]. 

Next, the oscillatory structure in rotation diagrams and the 

background magnetoresistance were studied quite extensively. Both of 

these showed very interesting properties which indicated that a new 

regime of truly quantum transport, characterized by long-range quantum 

coherence, was realized in Mg. The experimental evidence strongly sug

gested that the angle-dependent oscillations had an origin similar to 

that of the field-dependent oscillations. A satisfactory qualitative 

model was developed which predicted the correct angular spacing for the 
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oscillations. Subsequently, the theory of Stark and Reifenberger was 

extended by Morrison (1979) in an unsuccessful attempt to quantitatively 

predict these oscillations. This thesis discusses the experimentally 

determined characteristics of the angle-dependent oscillations and the 

background magnetoresistance and tries to correlate data with theory in 

a qualitative manner. 

For a better appreciation of this thesis, some background theory 

is outlined in this chapter. First, general properties of the energy 

spectrum of electrons in Mg are described. Next, the magnetoresistance 

transport theory is outlined, and finally the magnetoresistance of the 

coupled orbit network in Mg is discussed within the framework of this 

theory. 

A Mg crystal has the hexagonal-close-packed structure (hep). 

The hexagonal lattice is defined by the primitive translation vectors 

tj, t2» and tj. The angle between t^ and t2 or t^ is 90 , and that 

between ̂  an{* ̂ 3 120°. ^ and are of equal length. By conven

tion, JI= 1^31~a and |tjJ=c. In the hep structure, there are two atoms 

per primitive cell, one at the origin and the other at T, where 

1 1 + 2 + 4. 
T = 2 *1 + 3 t2 + T t3 ' ^ ^ 

\ 

For a representation of the energy eigenstates, it is convenient 

to define a reciprocal lattice for Mg by the three vectors 

(1 = 2nt. x t. / (t. • t. x t,) (1-2) 

where i, j, k are 1, 2, or 3, and they are in cyclic order. A 
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reciprocal lattice vector is defined by the equation 

^(n1,n2,n3) + n2<$2 + n^ (1.3) 

where n^, n2, and n^ are integers. The reciprocal lattice vectors have 

very useful properties. Some examples follow. First, quantities like 

the crystal potential which have the periodicity of the lattice can be 

represented as a Fourier series in terms of the reciprocal vectors. 

Second, a vector £(nj,n2,n.j) is perpendicular to the lattice planes with 

indices (n^n^n^), etc. 

It is very useful for the purpose of representing the energy 

eigenstates to construct Brillouin zones (BZs) in reciprocal or t-space. 

First, a BZ plane is a plane in Ic-space bisecting a reciprocal lattice 

vector and normal to this vector. The smallest region around the origin, 

which is enclosed by such planes, is called the first BZ. The smallest 

region surrounding the first BZ, and also enclosed by BZ planes, is 

called the second BZ, and so on. All BZs have the same volume in 

space, and a BZ of higher index can be mapped into the first BZ. Nor

mally, the first BZ is simply referred to as the BZ. The first BZ of Mg 

is shown in Fig. 1 together with various points and lines of symmetry. 

So far what is described is useful for representation of the 

quantum states of electrons in Mg. Let us now outline how the energy 

spectrum is obtained. An isolated Mg atom has the electronic configu-

2 2 6 2 
ration Is 2s 2p 3s , but when it becomes part of a Mg crystal, the two 

3s valence electrons go into delocalized conduction states leaving the 

Mg core in the tightly bound neon-like configuration. If many-body 
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Fig. 1. First Brillouin zone of Mg, together with various points and 

lines of symmetry. — TA is along Gi and TM_is along G2_or £3. TA, TM, and 
TK directions correspond to the 10001], [1010], and [1120] crystallographic 
directions, respectively. This figure is taken from Ketterson and Stark (1967), 
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effects and relativistic effects like the spin-orbit interaction are 

ignored, a conduction electron can be thought of as moving in the pre

sence of a self-consistent potential V(r) which is the sum of the peri

odic potential due to the ion cores and the mean potential due to all 

the other electrons. In this one-electron approximation, eigenfunctions 

iji(r) and eignevalues E of energy are obtained by solving the SchrOdinger 

equation 

[" is72 + = E+& * C1*4) 

Because of the translational invariance of the SchrOdinger equation, 

i/>(r) is of the Bloch form (see, e.g., Ziman 1972, pp. 15-19): 

M M 
* (r) = e1 * (r) , (1.5) 

where <J»^(r) has the periodicity of the lattice, and the subscript 1c is 

the "quantum number" that distinguishes between different eigenfunctions 

in the Mth band. Suppose the crystal consists of N-primitive cells in 

the direction of each primitive vector. Then 1c can be quantized to 

satisfy the periodic boundary conditions: ^(r+Ntj) = i^(r), and simi

lar conditions for translations along t2 an<* *3. Allowed values of 1c 

are given by 

lc = (njSj + n^ + n3^3)/N (1.6) 

where -N/2<n^, n2, n^sN/2, and n^, n2, and n^ are integers. 

A state ^(r) can be represented by the vector 1c in the recipro

cal space, but this representation is not unique. Because of the nature 

of Bloch states, this same state can also be represented by the vector 



it + (j^, where is an arbitrary reciprocal lattice vector. From 

Eq. (1.6) it is clear that all states can be represented within the 

first BZ. Different states with the same ic are distinguished by the 

index M; M=l,2,3,..., in order of increasing energy. All the ic-states 

with lowest energy form the first band (M=l); those with the next higher 

energy form the second band (M=2), etc. Now the usefulness of the reci

procal lattice and BZs should be clear. 

Let us go back to the SchrCdinger equation and outline one 

method of solution. The wave functions i|^(r) of the conduction elec

trons and the wave functions of the core electrons are both eigen-

M ->• 
functions of the same Hamiltonian. Hence i|*£(r) should be orthogonal to 

o.. A convenient basis for the expansion of tj^(r) is provided by ortho-
1 K 

gonalized plane waves (OPWs) that are projections of the plane wave 

states on a subspace that is the complement of the subspace of the core 

M 
states a^. As a result, the OPWs are orthogonal to a^. When *1^00 is 

represented in terms of the OPWs, rapid convergence is obtained. The 

SchrOdinger equation can be cast into a useful form: 

[" ST '2 + u^]x^Cr) = E(S)j^(r) • (1.7) 

In the above equation, the nonlocal pseudopotential U(r,lc) depends on 

V(r), E(lc), and the core states cu and their energies. The pseudo-wave-

function x  ( r )  is constructed from a finite number of plane waves, which 
k 

are expected to mix strongly due to the lattice potential, and then 

Eq. (1.7) is solved self-consistently to obtain the energy eigenvalues. 

The energy spectrum consists of quasi-continuous regions (bands) 



separated by band gaps at the BZ boundaries. This nonlocal pseudopoten-

tial band model has proved to be highly successful for Mg. For details, 

the reader may refer to Kimball, Stark, and Mueller (1967). 

Since electrons are Fermi particles, no two electrons in the 

ensemble of electrons in a metal can occupy the same quantum state. The 

probability that a quantum state of energy E(ic) is occupied by an elec

tron at absolute temperature T is given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution 

function 

f0(E) = jexp[(E(lc)-EF)/kBT] + l}"1 . (1.8) 

In the above equation, kg is the Boltzmann constant and Ep is the Fermi 

energy that is chosen to yield the appropriate number of filled electron 

states. At 0 K, Ep is the energy of the highest occupied state. The 

surface of constant energy at Ep is called the Fermi surface (FS). 

There are various schemes to represent energy bands and the FS. 

For example, sometimes it is convenient to translate disconnected pieces 

of the FS by suitable reciprocal lattice vectors so that the FS consists 

of continuous closed or open surfaces. This yields the reduced zone 

scheme. Figure 2 shows different pieces of the Mg FS in this scheme. 

Incidently, pieces of the FS which enclose occupied and and unoccupied 

states are called electron and hole surfaces. The first- and second-

zone hole surfaces are traditionally called the "cap" and the "monster," 

respectively. The third-zone electron surfaces are called the "cigar," 

the "butterfly," and the "lens." Such picturesque names are used by many 

workers in the field, and these names will be used here for convenience 

of reference. 



(a) 
K 

(b) 

H 

(e) (f) 

Fig. 2. The single-OPW Fermi surface of Mg. -- (a) monster (2nd 
zone holes); (b) cap (1st zone holes); (c) lens (3rd zone electrons); 
(d) cigar (3rd zone electrons); (e) butterfly (3rd zone electrons); 
(f) 4th zone electrons. This figure is taken from Ketterson and Stark 

(1967). 
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There is another scheme of representation called the periodic 

zone scheme in which each energy band is represented throughout the £-

space by translating the reduced zone representation by suitable reci

procal lattice vectors. This representation is very convenient for 

describing electron dynamics for an open piece of the FS. There is a 

third scheme of representation called the extended zone scheme in which 

the first band is represented in the first BZ, the second one in the 

second BZ, etc. 

It follows from group theoretical considerations that no band gap 

appears across the symmetry plane AHL of the BZ (see Fig. 1) when no 

relativistic interactions are included in the Hamiltonian. As a result, 

the cap and the monster sheets of the FS touch at all points on the AHL 

plane. Similar considerations also show that in the nonrelativistic 

limit, all states whose representative points lie on the symmetry line 

HK must be either singlets or doublets. The cap and the monster states 

lying on this line constitute doublets, whereas the cigar states lying 

on the same line are singlets. It should be noted that the two-fold 

degeneracies on the AHL plane and the line HK are degeneracies of the 

orbital states, but a two-fold spin degeneracy exists for all Bloch 

states. 

All of the two-fold orbital degeneracies mentioned above, except 

on the line AL, are removed when relativistic effects, in particular, 

the spin-orbit interaction, are taken into account (Cohen and Falicov 

1960, Falicov and Cohen 1963). The resultant band gaps are small be

cause of the low atomic number of Mg. In the presence of a magnetic 

field, there is a finite probability for an electron to tunnel through 



a small band gap. This is the phenomenon of magnetic breakdown (MB) 

which was first proposed (Cohen and Falicov 1961) to explain certain 

characteristics of the de Haas-van Alphen effect in Mg. In the remain

der of this section, some basic aspects of the electron dynamics and MB 

are discussed. 

In the one-electron approximation, under the influence of an 

external magnetic field 5, the motion of an electron wave-packet cen

tered on 1c is governed by the Lorentz force equation: 

k ̂  - f v(£j x 8 (1.9) 

where the group velocity v(lt) of the wave-packet is given by 

v(t) - g|- jj- $kE(t) . (1.10) 

In the above equations, the Gaussian system of units is used. The gra

dient operator ̂  is with respect to the coordinates in Ic-space. e is 

the charge of electron, c is the velocity of light, and h is the Planck's, 

constant divided by 2n. Equations (1.9) and (1.10) give two constants 

of motion: the component kH of 1c in the direction of H, and the energy. 

Hence, the representative point in it-space of an electron will move on 

an orbit which is obtained by the intersection of the appropriate con

stant energy surface by a plane normal to ft at a distance kH from the 

]c-space origin. From Eqs. (1.9) and (1.10) 

hdlc = ̂  dr x H , (1.11) 

and hence the projection of the r-space orbit on a plane normal to ft is 



of the same shape as the k-space orbit except for a rotation by ir/2 

about the direction of ft. Equation (1.11) also implies that the linear 

dimensions of the r-space orbit are o times the corresponding dimensions 

of the Ic-space orbit, where 

a = hc/eH . • (1-12) 

^ 2 
If the orbit is closed, the r-space orbit area is o times the area of 

the Ic-space orbit. 

An externally applied magnetic field continuously changes the 

direction of momentum of the electron. For our simple model, the elec

tron moves on a free-electron-like orbit until its wave vector satisfies 

the condition for Bragg reflection, whereupon, in the limit of weak ft, 

t. changes discontinuously into IC-Sq. is the reciprocal lattice vec

tor corresponding to the Bragg reflection planes. The topology of the 

electron orbit is determined solely by the electron-lattice interactions, 

and the electron's motion is confined to a single band. At the other 

extreme, for sufficiently strong magnetic field, an electron will to

tally ignore the lattice potential and move as a free electron. When it 

reaches a BZ plane, it will tunnel through the band gap at the zone 

boundary and continue on to the next band. Between these two extremes 

of field strength lies an intermediate regime for which, when the Bragg 

reflection condition is satisfied, the electron has a finite probability 

2 2 
|q| for Bragg reflection and a finite probability |p| for tunneling 

through the band gap. This breakdown of a band gap under the influence 

of a magnetic field is called magnetic breakdown (MB). 
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The tunneling probability P (=|p| ) has been calculated by 

several authors. (See Stark and Falicov (1967) and the references given 

in that article. Also refer to that article for a general review of 

MB.) In all cases, the same result was obtained: 

P = |p|2 = exp(-HQ/H) (1.13) 

* CEG 
Ho = T * C1'14) 

hM |vxvy| 

In the above equation, is the band gap at the BZ plane corresponding 

to (j  where MB is occuring. v and v are the two components of the 
x y 

electron velocity normal to H, v being parallel and v perpendicular 
x y 

to the Bragg reflection planes. H is the strength of the magnetic field. 

Hq is called a magnetic breakdown parameter. 

An MB junction is a small region in lc-space in the vicinity of 

a BZ plane where MB occurs. When an electron wave of unit amplitude and 

zero phase approaches such a junction, a wave of complex amplitude p 

tunnels through and one of complex amplitude q is Bragg reflected. Con

servation of intensity and time-reversal symmetry imply that p and q 

differ in phase by (n+5s)n, where n is an integer. A convenient choice 

is zero phase for p and IT/2 for q (Stark and Friedberg 1974a), i.e., 

p = /P = exp(-HQ/2H) (1.15a) 

q = |q|exp(iir/2) (1.15b) 

|q|2 = 1 - P . (1.15c) 



It is clear that MB can radically change the apparent connecti

vity of the FS. This can be manifested in the semi-classical transport 

properties for which the electron's quantum phase can be ignored. In 

addition, MB provides alternate paths for time-evolution of the elec

tron's probability amplitude and hence, under suitable conditions, can 

give rise to interference oscillations in the electronic conductivity. 

Though effects in both these categories are readily observable in Mg, 

the latter effect which is quantum mechanical in nature, is of primary 

concern in the present study. In order to understand this effect, it is 

necessary to outline the transport theory for electric conductivity in 

the presence of a mangetic field (the magnetoconductivity). This is 

done in the following section. 

Transport Theory 

To study various transport properties of conduction electrons in 

solids, it is very useful to set up the Boltzmann equation. For a simple 

discussion, see, for example, Ziman (1972), pp. 211-20. For this pur

pose, it is necessary to define a distribution function f(r,1c) which 

gives the number of electrons per unit volume in the wave packets cen

tered on 1c in the vicinity of the point r. When a time-independent, 

uniform external electric field ̂  and a magnetic field H are applied, 

and the electron scattering is treated in the isotropic $-independent) 

relaxation time approximation, the Boltzmann equation reduces to 

• f(k)"°Ck) • (1-16) 
dt k TQ 



In the above equation, f(1c) is the steady-state distribution function 

and fQ(t) is the equilibrium Fermi-Dirac distribution function given by 

Eq. (1.8). Tq is the transport relaxation time in contrast with quantum 

state lifetime T. In a pure crystal at low temperatures, will be 

orders of magnitude longer than T because there are scattering events 

(e.g., small-angle scattering due to dislocations) which destroy quantum 

phase coherence of an electron, but do not alter significantly the group 

velocity of an electron. 

The time development of the wave packet is governed by the 

Lorentz equation: 

= e(£ + v x ft/c) . (1.17) 

Ignoring all terms not linear in Is, the Boltzmann equation can be 

reduced to an integration (Stark and Reifenberger 1977a): 

f(£) - f„(ic) S— ef-A(k) H. 18) 
dE(k) 

tit) -/ vk(t)exp[(t-t0(£))/T0]dt . (1.19) 

.00 

In the above equations, E(TC) is the energy and A (lc) is the effective 

path of an electron in state lc. v^(t) is the time-dependent velocity of 

the electron that at time tg(Ic) is in the state This time-dependence 

is produced by the ̂ -dependent component of the Lorentz force, i.e., by 

Eq. (1.9). lc) is the displacement in configuration space of the 

center-of-mass of electron found in state It at time tgOc), taken as the 

probability-weighted average over all possible starting times and 

positions. 



The current carried by an electron in a state k is given by 

ev(lc). Hence, the current density J is obtained by summing ev(lc) over 

the ensemble of electrons whose distribution is given by f(It). The con

ductivity tensor a^ is defined by the relation 

J. = a.. E. . (1.20) 
1 ij j 

Using Eq. (1.18), an expression for is obtained: 

2 (( df ({)\ , , 
"ij • J-ir-j '«i A«<>jd k • tl-a> 

This is a general expression for magnetoconductivity in the framework of 

the Boltzmann equation. This formulation in terms of the effective path 

is very useful for calculating a^ for an MB-induced network of coupled 

orbits. 

The expression for given above can be simplified consider

ably. First, let be along the z-axis. We are interested in the con

ductivity components for i, jj*3 which depend only on the components 

of X(lc) normal to 1$. The latter can be expressed in terms of an equiva

lent effective path ̂ (lc) in Ic-space with the help of Eq. (1.9). Second, 

at low temperatuers (kgT«Ep), -df^/dE in Eq. (1.21) is a sharply peaked 

function centered on Ep, and of width of the order of kfiT. Liquid He 

temperatures (~4.2 K) are "low" in this sense because at 4.2 K, 

kgT=s2.7xlO~^ Ry as compared to the free-electron Ej^-0.53 Ry. At such 

low temperatures, -dfg/dE can be treated as 6(E-Ep), and the volume 

integral in Eq. (1.21) can be reduced to a surface integral over the FS. 

Third, in practice it is more convenient, especially when the electron 



waves can propagate on a multitude of paths due to MB, to solve the time-

reversed transport problem where effective paths are found by following 

the evolution of electron states in a field of -5. These three consid

erations help us obtain a simple expression for (Stark and 

Reifenberger 1977a): 

an = f (v(lc)» Xj^^Oc)* x2)dak . (1.22) 
4ir H J 

In the above equation, a caret indicates a unit vector: x^ is a 

unit vector in the direction of x-axis, etc. The surface integral is to 

be performed over the FS. The effective path is given by 

K(t) =jf(£(t)-£(0))exp(-t/x0) ̂  . (1.23) 

In the above equation, an electron wave of unit intensity in 

state lc(0) at time 0 evolves into state lc(t) in time t. The time-

evolution is given by Eq. (1.9). 

The following orthogonal set of coordinate axes is used in this 

thesis. The [1120], [0001], and [ 1010] crystallographic directions (see 

Fig. 1) are chosen to be along x-, y-, and z-axes, the corresponding 

unit vectors being x^, x2, and x^. Current density 3 will be parallel 

to the x-axis, and magnetic field ̂  will be either parallel to the z-

axis or will lie on the y-z plane. This configuration of J and H, for 

which interesting interference oscillations in transverse magnetoresis-

tance occur, will be used unless explicitly mentioned otherwise. Experi

mentally, one always measures the resistivity components which are 

defined by the equation 



E. -  p . .  J. . (1.24) 
i J 

Consequently, to compare an experimental result with a theoretical cal

culation, either the resistivity tensor or the conductivity tensor should 

be inverted. So it would seem that to compare the experimental value of 

Pjj with theory, all components of the conductivity tensor should be 

calculated. However, in the theoretical calculations, only was cal

culated, and the approximate relation P was uset* for comparison 

with experiment because of the following reasoning (Stark and 

Reifenberger 1977a). 

For iS parallel to [ 1010] , crystal symmetry requires that the 

components a^, a^, and Oj2 the conductivity tensor vanish. 

Then the conductivity tensor can be easily inverted to give 

P11 8 a22^alla22 " a12ff21^ (1.25a) 

p22 = all^alla22 ~ a12°21^ * (1.25b) 

The above relations can be simplified further. Figure 3 shows in the 

periodic zone scheme the monster and the cap orbits on the symmetry plane 

AHK when ̂  is parallel to [ 1010] . The open orbits on the monster, shown 

by dashed lines, exist for |kj|i0.023 a.u., where kj=^*Xj. As mentioned 

in the last section, band gaps between the cap and the monster at points 

labelled I, II, and III are due to spin-orbit interaction, and hence are 

quite small in Mg. For Hsl kG, MB effectively converts open trajectories 

on the monster into closed orbits so that o^ and 02^ are expected to be 

small. This result, which is supported by some experimental evidence 
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r<«-

A 

Fig. 3. A portion of the coupled orbit network in the periodic zone 
scheme. — The broken and solid lines are trajectory segments on the mon
ster and the cap sheets of the FS of Mg, respectively. The shaded areas 
(greatly exaggerated) are the two interferometer lobes. The four MB 
junctions are labeled I-III. A, H, K, and L are symmetry points in the 
BZ. This figure is not drawn according to scale. It is taken from 
Stark and Friedberg (1974a). 



(Stark and Friedberg 1974a), gives the useful inequality ana22>>a12°21' 

Using this inequality, Eqs. (1.25a)-(1.25b) can be simplified to give 

Pn = 1/an (1.26a) 

P22 - l/o22 • (1.26b) 

Field variation of p^, especially the oscillatory component of 

p^, agreed reasonably well with theoretical calculation when Eq. (1.26a) 

was used (Stark and Reifenberger 1977a,b; Reifenberger 1977). So Eq. 

(1.26a) cannot be terribly wrong, but it was found during the present 

investigation that, for samples which displayed large interference oscil

lations, pj2 and p2j were ~3-4 times and had a large component 

which did not change sign when direction of ti was reversed. Moreover, 

it was found that P22~10 P^- Stark and Friedberg (1972) also had ob

served a large even component in p^2. These relative magnitudes of Pj^, 

P12, and p21 make it highly questionable whether the inequality 

all°22>>012a21 ^or samPles with a long quantum lifetime. Fur

thermore, the appearance in p12 and p21 of a large component even in H 

apparently violates crystal symmetry. Since crystal symmetry was invoked 

to arrive at Eqs. (1.25a)-(1.25b), these equations may not hold in the 

regime of long quantum lifetimes. Hence, the validity of Eqs. (1.26a)-

(1.26b), as well, is questionable, but at this stage there is no doubt 

that the field- and angle-dependent oscillatory structure in p^ arises 

due to the interference of electron waves and originates largely in 

In principle, to find cr^, Eq. (1.22) should be evaluated over 

the entire FS. This is not necessary to get a reasonably good approximate 



value for cr^ as explained below. Figure 4 shows for a pure Mg 

sample as 14 is rotated in a plane normal to J. 0 is the angle between 

H and [1010]. A broad minimum at 9=90°(H||c-axis) results from the fact 

that for this direction of H, MB between the monster and the cigar or

bits lying on and near the basal plane, causes to saturate. MB also 

gives rise to interesting H-dependent oscillatory structure in for 

this direction of i?. For 8=10°, all orbits are closed, and hence p^j 

2 Q 
(H)aH . The sharp minimum at 8=0 results from the residual manifesta

tion of the low-field open orbits which are nearly eliminated by MB. 

The contribution made to by the closed orbits does not change much 

as 0 varies from 10° to 0°. Since the resistivity at 0=0° is the in

verse of the sum of the conductivity contributions from these two types 

of orbits, it follows that the contribution of the closed orbits to 

i s  o n l y  5 - 1 0 %  o f  t h e  t o t a l .  I n  a l l  t h e o r e t i c a l  c a l c u l a t i o n s  o f  a c o n 

tributions of the closed orbits were completely omitted, was calcu

lated using only MB-coupled open orbits similar to the ones shown in 

Fig. 3. In the next section, magnetoconductivity of the orbit network 

in Mg is considered. 

The Coupled Orbit Network in Mg 

Now the calculation of is reduced to finding the effective 

path £ for all states lying on the open orbits which exist for 

|kj|<0.023 a.u. This requires a detailed knowledge of the band struc

ture of Mg which is available. But the task of calculating the effec

tive path is made enormously complicated by MB. Propagation paths for 

the electrons consist of the monster segments of lengths of the order of 
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G(0001)=G=0.6424 a.u., which are coupled by interferometers. An inter

ferometer is defined to consist of the four MB junctions and the paths 

connecting them which surround the symmetry point H (see Fig. 3). Num

erical values for the various parameters of the Mg interferometer are 

given in the Appendix. The nature of the orbit network depends on 

whether H is parallel to [1010] or not (Stark and Reifenberger 1977a). 

For H|| [lOTb] (the on-axis case), the orbits for all k^ in the 

above range extend to infinity in the Xj direction. Since k^ is a con

stant of motion, all orbits are geometrically and quantum mechanically 

periodic in the x2 direction with the period G. A typical orbit is 

shown schematically in Fig. 5(a). The interferometer junctions are con

sidered to be of infinitesimal dimensions. Different junctions are indi

cated by horizontal lines labelled 0, *1, ±2, etc. The translational 

invariance should be expected to make the problem of calculating 

more manageable for the on-axis case (8=0) than for the off-axis case 

(0^0). To calculate a^, the effective path should be determined for 

all the states in one BZ for which |kj|<0.023 a.u. 

In the off-axis case, H is tilted by an angle 0 from [1010] 

towards the c-axis. Electron orbits are no longer infinite in extent, 

but are long closed orbits extending over N BZs where N is given by 

M _ 0.023 x 2 n 

G(a.u.)xtan0 ' ( • ) 

For =0.01°, 0.05°, 0.1°, and 1°, the orbits extend through about 410, 

82, 41, and 4 BZs. kj is no longer a constant of motion, and hence the 

translational invariance is destroyed both in its quantum mechanical and 
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Fig. 5. Schematic k-space representation of an orbit: ^a) the 
on-axis case, (b) the off-axis case. — For the on-axis case HJJ[1010] 
and for the off-axis case, H is rotated by an angle 6 from [ 1010] towards 
[0001]. The various interferometer junctions, which are indicated by 
horizontal lines labeled 0, ±1, etc., are considered to be of infinitesi
mal dimensions. Orbit segments AqA^, BqB^, etc., lie on the monster. 
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geometrical aspects. A typical orbit is shown schematically in Fig. 

5(b). To calculate athe effective path should be determined for all 

states on the central orbit shown in Fig. 5(b). Then an integral over 

k3 in the range 0 to Akj should be performed. Akj is simply the change 

in k3 which occurs when the electron moves through one BZ, and it is 

given by 

Ak3 = G-tane. (1.28) 

This procedure will include the contribution of all relevant states to 

cr^. Unlike the on-axis case, different interferometer junctions have 

different transmission and reflection characteristics because of the 

variation of kj from junction to junction. This makes calculation of 

the effective path very difficult in the off-axis case. 

Whenever a wave amplitude enters an interferometer junction, it 

emerges as two separate branches propagating in opposite directions. In 

this situation, it is not convenient to use Eq. (1.23) to evaluate the 

effective path, and special techniques were developed. Before going 

into the details of this and the calculation of for the entire net

work of coupled orbits, let us examine the properties of an isolated 

interferometer. This will shed much light on the physical origin of 

different kinds of oscillations observed in p^. 

Figure 6 shows schematically an arbitrary interferometer for H 

tilted from [I0T0] towards [0001] by a small angle (sl°). The path seg

ments a, a', c, c' lie on the cap, and the rest of the path segments 

lie on the monster. The probability for partial Bragg reflection (q) 

and transmission (p) at an MB junction are given by Eq. (1.15). MB 
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Fig. 6. Schematic representation of an isolated interferometer for 
S tilted from [ 1010] towards [ 0001] by a small angle (sl°). 



parameters for the four junctions I, II, I', and III are given by equa

tions similar to Eq. (1.14). The p's, q's, and the MB parameters for 

different junctions will be distinguished by appropriate subscripts, 

Pi» aiu* for MB junction I, etc. When H||[ 1010], symmetry 

requires that for any section normal to i?, MB junctions I and I1 be iden

tical and all primed paths be identical to unprimed ones. This is not 

true when I? is tilted towards [0001], except for the section which pas

ses through the symmetry line AH. Different planes normal to 5 will 

often be referred to by k„, their distance from the symmetry point H. 
H 

For |[ lOlO], kH equals kj. For convenience, the angle between i? and 

[I0T0] will be denoted by 0. 

When an electron moves over path L in r-space, the change in its 

quantum phase is given by 

* L  = l k f U t  ( 1 " 2 9 )  

L 

where A is the vector potential and ̂  X t = ft. In addition, if T is the 

quantum lifetime (for intensity) of the electron, the wave amplitude is 

reduced in a time interval t by a factor exp(-t/2x). Combining both 

these effects, the wave amplitude 11> of the electron propagating along 

path L in time tL changes to ̂ L, where 

ij<L = i|>exp(-tL/2x)exp(i<J>L) . (1.30) 

Now, we have all the ingredients necessary to calculate the am

plitude transfer characterisitcs of an isolated interferometer. Suppose 

an electron wave of unit amplitude and zero phase is moving up at point 

1 in Fig. 6. Then the total amplitude t(r), which exits at the point 



2(3), consists of an infinite number of wave amplitudes that propagate 

on all possible paths connecting points 1 and 2(3). The number of pos

sible paths connecting 1 and 2, or 3, is infinite because of the feed

back path c-c', which allows the wave amplitude to cycle within the 

interferometer many times before exiting. Without any feedback, the 

probability amplitude for straight propagation from 1 to 2, Y12» will 

consist of amplitudes propagating on paths aa', ab', ba', and bb1. For 

T=«, using Eqs. (1.15) and (1.29), Y12 *s given by 

In the above equation, the phase changes on various paths are distin

guished by appropriate subscripts. 

For ti| |[ I0T0] , the primed quantities in Eq. (1.31) equal corres

ponding unprimed quantities. Now suppose that the two identical inter

ferometer lobes consisting of the path segments a-b and a'-b* have area 

Aj in space. Then using Eq. (1.29) for a phase change, and converting 

the orbit area from r-space to Ic-space using Eq. (1.12), we obtain 

With the help of this equation, the probability for straight transmission 

from 1 to 2 can be written in the form (Stark and Friedberg 1974a) 

YI2 - PiVi ̂ (f+V>a) + plp2ql 

+ exPi(l+V<la) + qlq2ql expi(r +V*b) ' (1-31) 

(1.32) 

In+I,cos (2"-r) • I2C0S(2"-r) • (1.33) 



2 
Though the transmission probability T=|t| will have terms in addition 

2 
to those in |Y12I > I* is obvious that T and the reflection probability, 

R=|r| , will have terms which oscillate as a function of 1/H at frequen

cies Fj and 2Fj. Hence, the effective path it of the electrons will 

oscillate similarly, which in turn can cause oscillations in a^andp^ 

as a function of H. Though the entire network of coupled electron tra

jectories should be considered in order to calculate cr^, it should be 

clear what the physical origin of the interferometer oscillations is. 

MB provides alternate paths for evolution of electron states; for suffi

ciently long T, probability amplitudes evolving on different paths can 

retain enough phase coherence to produce interference when they recom-

bine at some later time; this interference of electron waves produces 

similar interference effects in effective paths, and in and p^. 

A typical variation of experimental with H is shown in 

Fig. 7. The two field sweeps (H-sweeps) on the right-hand side of this 

figure show p^ as a function of H for H=0 to 15.83 kG. The sample was 

at 4.12 K. The upper sweep (curve b) is for 0=0.063° and the lower one 

(curve c) for 0=0.000°. Both sweeps show large interferometer oscilla

tions. At higher fields, oscillations mostly at the fundamental of the 

interferometer frequency (Fj) are visible, but at lower fields, second 

harmonic oscillations at 2Fj are also clearly noticeable. It may be 

noted that the line shape of the oscillations in the two sweeps differs 

dramatically. This is basically due to destruction of translational 

invariance of the coupled orbit network as ft is rotated away from [1010], 

Such a line-shape change was first observed and explained by Stark and 
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Fig. 7. Typical quantum interference oscillations in the transverse magnetoresistance of Mg. 
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Reifenberger (1977a,b)• Curve a on the left side of Fig. 7 shows a ro

tation diagram (p^ as a function of 9) in the neighborhood of 9=0° for 

a field strength of 15.83 kG. The sharp deep minimum at the center of 

the diagram occurs when i?||[1oTo]. A minimum in the rotation diagram 

for ft||[10T0] was predicted by Stark and Friedberg (1974a), but no clear 

experimental evidence was obtained prior to the present work. Rotation 

diagrams for a sample with long quantum lifetime show interesting oscil

latory structure such as that shown in this figure. Such oscillatory 

structure is the primary focus of study in this thesis. 

In reality, the transmitted amplitude t contains, in addition to 

Yj2» terms which correspond to propagation over the feedback path n 

times, n varies from one to infinity. As a result, the transmission 

2 
probability, |t| , contains oscillatory terms corresponding not only to 

frequencies Fj. and 2Fj as explained above, but also corresponding to 

integral multiples of the cap frequency and side bands of the latter with 

harmonics of Fj. The transmission probability also contains terms which 

oscillate at third and higher harmonics of Fj. The cap frequency is re

lated to the cap area by an equation similar to Eq. (1.32). The cap 

oscillations are easily observed in field-sweeps at temperatures below 

~2 L The interferometer oscillations at third and higher harmonics of 

Fj have very small amplitudes, and they are not noticeable in an unmodu

lated field-sweep like the ones in Fig. 7. But using a special detec

tion technique, third and fourth harmonics of Fj can be isolated 

(Reifenberger 1977). The interferometer lobe area Aj and the cap area 

are minimal for the symmetry plane AHK. Hence, the major contribution 

to the interferometer and the cap oscillations comes from a small 
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number of electron states in the immediate vicinity of the plane AHK. 

Amplitudes of the interferometer oscillations (at Fj or harmonics there

of) are relatively insensitive to the variation of temperature below 

~4.2 K, but the amplitude of the cap oscillations is highly temperature 

dependent in the same range of temperature. The reason for this is ex

plained below. 

It may be recalled that Eq. (1.21) for was integrated over 

energy to obtain Eq. (1.22) by treating (-df^/dE) as a 5-function. This 

cannot be done if the integrand in Eq. (1.21) has terms which oscillate 

with energy for energy in the range |E-Ep|~ kgT. From the discussion 

in the preceding few paragraphs, it is clear that the effective path 

contains oscillatory terms, but it turns out that the arguments of the 

terms which oscillate at Fj, or harmonics thereof, are energy-independent. 

This is easy to understand in the light of the following result. The 

phase difference (ij^-^) between two paths on a surface of constant 

energy E varies according to the following relation when E is varied by 

AE, 

A(<frr4>2) - h AE . (1.34) 

tj and are the propagation times along the two paths. The above 

equation can be proved using Eqs. (1.9), (1.10), and (1.29). Within 

calculational error, it takes equal time to traverse paths a and b of 

Fig. 6 (Stark and Reifenberger 1977a). As a result, the oscillatory 

components in the effective path at the interferometer frequency will be 

energy-independent. Hence, Eq. (1.21) can still be integrated to obtain 

Eq. (1.22) for just as if there were no oscillatory terms. In other 



words, the finite temperature broadening of the Fermi distribution does 

not cause any reduction in the oscillation amplitudes, and the interfer

ometer oscillations are temperature-dependent only to the extent that T 

is. In general, this result applies to any oscillations which originate 

in the interference between probability amplitudes provided the inter

fering probability amplitudes propagate in equal time. 

In contrast with this, Eq. (1.34) clearly implies that the oscil

latory component of the effective path at the cap frequency oscillates 

with energy. Integration over energy causes such a term to be damped 

by the usual thermal factor (Gold 1967) appropriate for quantum oscilla

tions arising from standing-wave (quantized) states: 

X/sinh X 

where 

X = 2TT2ckBTm*/heH • (1.35) 

T is the absolute temperature (not to be confused with the transmitted 

intensity) and kg is the Boltzmann constant, m* is the cyclotron mass 

which, for the cap orbit, is 0.2 times the free-electron mass. For the 

oscillations at nth harmonic, X in Eq. (1.35) should be multiplied by n. 

Equation (1.22) for can still be used if each oscillatory term in K, 

which arises from quantized states, is multiplied by an appropriate ther

mal factor. The thermal factor given in Eq. (1.35) varies quite rapidly 

with temperature and magnetic field strength. This explains the strong 

temperature-dependence of the cap oscillations. 

The large-amplitude quantum oscillations described in the pre

ceding paragraphs cannot occur if there were no MB. They should not be 



confused with de Haas-Shubnikov oscillations which are the usual quantum 

oscillations in magnetoresistance. The origin of de Haas-Shubnikov 

oscillations can be explained in a simple way. If the projection of an 

electron orbit on a plane normal to S is closed, the electron's motion 

on this plane is periodic, and hence it should be quantized according 

to the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization scheme (see, e.g., Ziman 1972, pp. 

313-18). This quantization, which is similar to the quantization of the 

simple harmonic oscillator, leads to discrete energy levels (Landau lev

els) separated by . CyclotTon frequency, u> =eH/m*c, is the (angular) 
v  W  

frequency for the periodic motion of electrons on the closed orbit. As 

the magnetic field is increased, successive Landau levels sweep through 

the Fermi level. This, in effect, causes oscillations in the density of 

states at the Fermi level which, in turn, cause oscillations in the 

transport relaxation time Tq. For hojc»kgT, these oscillations in xQ 

lead to oscillations in the magnetoresistance. This is the accepted 

physical origin for the de Haas-Shubnikov oscillations. The frequencies 

of the oscillations are related to the extremal areas of the FS by equa

tions similar to Eq. (1.32). These oscillations, like the cap oscilla

tions, are damped by the thermal factor given in Eq. (1.35), and hence 

are strongly temperature-dependent. However, unlike the quantum inter

ference oscillations, they occur in the absence of MB. Compared to the 

interference oscillations, they are very weak and cannot be seen in un

modulated field sweeps. In the present investigation, no attention is 

paid to these oscillations, but they are described here only to empha

size their distinction from the more interesting quantum interference 

oscillations. 
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Now let us consider the oscillatory structure in rotation dia

grams. Figure 7 shows oscillatory structure that is typical in a rota

tion diagram for a pure strain-free sample of Mg. This rotation diagram 

was obtained at 15.83 kG. For H=22 kG, curve b of Fig. 8 shows the ro

tation diagram for Mg sample #33. This was the best sample used in this 

study. The sharp dip at the center of the rotation diagram is the sig

nature of the on-axis regime for which H||[1010] to within ~0.01°. This 

singularity in should be compared to the dramatic change in the line 

shape of the H-dependent oscillations that occur for 0<O.O1° (see Fig. 

7). The cause for both of these singularities is the same: as H is 

tilted away from [10T0], translational invariance of the coupled orbit 

network is destroyed. For a given field strength, the large oscillations 

labelled n=0,l,2, etc. are equally spaced in angle; the angular spacing 

increases linearly with an increase in field strength. At 22 kG, they 

are <0.18° apart. Their amplitudes increase rapidly with an increase 

in field strength above ~15 kG. The rotation diagram also has a fine 

structure whose angular spacing is about an order of magnitude smaller 

than that of the large oscillations. 

All the oscillatory structure and the background P j j  for 0*1° 

seem to be extremely sensitive to the quantum lifetime T. They seem to 

be more sensitive to x than even the interferometer oscillations. Strong 

evidence will be presented in Chapter 3, which indicates that rotation 

diagrams like b are a manifestation of a new quantum regime of elec

tronic transport in Mg. In this regime, transport is determined by 

quantum coherence extending over a long range. On the other hand, when 

the long ranging quantum coherence is destroyed, a rotation diagram like 
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a in Fig. 8 is obtained. Curve a was obtained for Mg sample #2 whose 

purity was comparable to Mg sample #33. However, for sample #2, clips 

instead of soldered leads were used for electrical contacts thereby 

generating a large number of dislocations in the sample. Dislocations 

dephase waves and, in effect, reduce coherence. There is no oscillatory 

structure whatsoever in curve a, and the background is the semiclas-

sical limiting value determined by MB switching probability intensity. 

It is interesting to note, however, that there is enough quantum coher

ence over small dimensions of the order of the size of the interferometer 

junction to produce oscillations of moderate size in H-sweeps. As would 

be expected, this sample showed no on-axis-off-axis line shape changes. 

The oscillatory structure in rotation diagrams was observed dur

ing past experimental studies. However, it was not observed consistently, 

was of very small amplitude, and data indicated that it was not an in

trinsic property of Mg. After the present investigation was undertaken, 

it was firmly established that the oscillatory structure in rotation 

diagrams was an integral part of pjj of Mg in the regime of long x. 

Then the characteristics of these oscillatory structures made it impera

tive to ascribe their origin to the Mg interferometer. The physical 

origin of the large oscillations, in particular, can be explained easily. 

Reference may be made to Eq. (1.31). In the general case, when ft is 

2 
rotated away from [1010], IYJ^I t^ie form: 

y12 
2 = IQ + I1cos(2irFI/H) + I jcos(2irFj/H) 

+ I2cos (Fj+F')] + I^cos (Fj-Fp] . (1.36) 



In the above equation, FJ is given by an expression similar to Eq. 

(1.32), except that it involves corresponding primed quantities. Of 

particular interest to us is the last term in Eq. (1.36) whose frequency 

(Fj-F*) = hc(Aj-AJ)/2ne = hcAA/2ire, is directly related to the difference 

in area AA (in lc-space) of the two interferometer lobes. This interfer

ence term, which arises due to symmetry breaking between the two inter

ferometer lobes, is absent when it||[ 1010] because the phase change on 

the two paths ab' and ba1 is identical in this case (see Fig. 6). The 

large oscillations in rotation diagrams are ascribed to the AA-dependent 

term in Eq. (1.36). Incidently, even for 0^0, AA=0 for an interferometer 

section passing through the symmetry line AH, i.e., for plane. 

There is only one such plane, so we are considering here the more general 

case of kj^O. A pseudopotential band structure program originally writ

ten by Kimball, Stark, and Mueller (1967) was used to calculate Aj, AJ, 

and AA. Details of the results of this calculation will be given in 

Chapter 4. However, it may be noted here that this calculation lends 

very strong support to the hypothesis regarding the origin of the large 

oscillations. 

The fine structure is believed to originate in the interference 

between probability amplitudes which evolve in equal time on various 

paths connecting different interferometers. In other words, this hypo

thesis predicts that the fine structure will occur only if the electron 

waves are coherent over a range extending over several BZs. Such a long-

ranging phase coherence, and hence the fine structure, should be expec

ted to be destroyed very easily by even a small density of dislocations. 



This is consistent with the observation that the fine structure is ex

tremely sensitive to sample handling. 

The oscillatory structure in rotation diagrams should be inde

pendent of the temperature-broadening of the Fermi distribution, pro

vided our hypothesis regarding its origin is correct. Reference may be 

made to the discussion following Eq. (1.34) of the energy dependence of 

oscillations in the effective path. It is indeed observed, quite con

sistent with our hypothesis, that all the oscillatory structure in rota

tion diagrams for 0^1° is relatively insensitive to variation of tempera

ture below 4.2 K. Hence, changes that occur below 4.2 K in rotation 

diagrams for 0<1° of a good sample are believed to be due only to the 

changes in T. It should be clear by now that our rudimentary model for 

the structure of rotation diagrams is quite promising. This model will 

receive further support from the data discussed in Chapter 3. 

So far, in this section, we have examined the properties of an 

isolated interferometer in some detail to get a feel for the origin of 

the various kinds of oscillations observed in p^j. Now let us turn back 

to the consideration of the effective path and for the entire 

network of coupled interferometers. First, some general remarks are 

made to indicate the potential sensitivity of the interference oscilla

tions to the long-range quantum coherence of electrons in Mg. Then a 

model to calculate is described. This model has been quite success

ful in a limited regime of T. Finally, past attempts to compare experi

mental results with the theoretical calculations based on this model are 

briefly described. 
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Typical orbits for the on- and off-axis cases are shown sche

matically in Fig. 5. Suppose that an electron is in state 1 in Fig. 

5(a) at time 0. We consider the time-evolution of this electron in order 

to find the effective path. At the junction 0, the electron will be 

partially transmitted and reflected. The transmitted amplitude t will 

move up on the path segment A^AJ towards junction 1, and the reflected . 

amplitude r will move down on the path segment B^B ^ towards junction -1. 

Upon reaching these junctions, the waves will again suffer partial trans

missions and reflections. Hence, the wave amplitude will split into a 

multitude of branches which will move back and forth through the network 

of orbits as they evolve. 

The effective path is the mean location of decay of the electron. 

Hence, if we know the total amplitude on various orbit segments, we can 

find the contribution to £ of the intensity losses on various orbit seg

ments. Suppose $ is the total amplitude that passes through point 2 in 

Fig. 5. 11> consists of wave amplitudes which propagate on all possible 

paths connecting points 1 and 2. It is convenient to express as a 

series of terms: 

* = *0 + ^1 + ̂ 2 + ' "' * d-37) 

The term IJK in this series consists of all amplitudes that propagate in 

time 2t *i. Here, t is the time for one-way transit on the open orbit 
m m ' r 

connecting two neighboring junctions, ijig consists of only one amplitude, 

namely t. consists of two amplitudes, each one propagating through 

one BZ in evolving from 1 to 2. ^ consists of 6 amplitudes and so on. 

From the discussion of the energy dependence of the oscillatory terms 



(see Eq. (1.34) and the discussion that follows it), we drew an important 

conclusion: all oscillatory terms in cr^ that originate in interference 

between wave (probability) amplitudes are strongly damped unless the 

amplitudes evolve in equal time. The damping factor is given by Eq. 

(1.35). Hence, the interference terms in ^2^3*' etC' n0t 

survive at 4.2 K, but the ones in etc* wiH make a 

temperature-independent contribution to a^. It should be recognized 

that the oscillatory terms arising from i*l, not only include 

terms that require phase coherence over an isolated interferometer, but 

also ones that demand coherence over i BZs and involve interactions 

between i interferometers. This is consistent with the observation that 

the large oscillations in rotation diagrams, though originating from the 

asymmetry, of the interferometer lobes, are highly sensitive to inhomo-

geneity of applied magnetic field and dislocations. Inhomogeneity and 

dislocations destroy the long-range quantum phase coherence of the elec

trons due to dephasing and, in effect, reduce their quantum lifetime. 

A full-blown calculation of that retains the long-range phase coher

ence will be extremely difficult to perform, as will be clear from a 

simple example. 

- 1 2  
At 20 kG, an electron takes ~9.85x10 sec to move across one 

BZ (see Eq. (4) of the Appendix). For a good sample, 1 nsec is a reason

able estimate of the quantum lifetime, as will be explained in Chapter 3. 

For these values of x and H, the electron, on the average, can move 

through as many as 102 BZs and will encounter as many interferometer 

102 
junctions before being scattered. The electron will evolve into ~2 

branches. It will retain coherence long enough that we will have to 



include terms up to ~i|>4g in Eq. (1.37) for <J> (see Eq. (5) of the 

Appendix). There will be appreciable attenuation of the wave in ~102 

BZs above and ^102 BZs below the reference junction. This will require 

evaluation of the attenuation in all these BZs in order to find the ef

fective path. Obviously, such a calculation will be very complicated 

and has not been carried out yet. Let us now outline a model that has 

been used in the past to calculate magnetoconductivity of the coupled 

orbit network in Mg. 

When Stark and Reifenberger (1977a) carried out calculations of 

a number of terms were inadvertently omitted. These terms involved 

probability amplitudes propagating in equal time on paths connecting dif

ferent interferometers. These can make contributions to oscillations 

that are immune to temperature-broadening of the Fermi distribution. 

Such contributions, in principle, can be expected to be quite large 

because of an enormously large number of terms involved, as explained in 

the few preceding paragraphs. In the model of Stark and Reifenberger, 

the wave propagation on open arms connecting interferometer junctions 

is considered as an intensity propagation rather than an amplitude pro

pagation. The quantum aspect of the electron wave propagation is retained 

only to the extent that the intensity transmission and reflection coef

ficients, T and R, of an interferometer junction are calculated quantum 

mechanically by retaining all quantum phases within an interferometer. 

In effect, the interferometers act as two-way quantum switching junctions 

that influence propagation of intensity in the network of coupled orbits. 

In this thesis, we have used the term "quantum lifetime (T)" to 

loosely denote an average quantum state lifetime for states on the 
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coupled orbit network. In reality, x is probably not isotropic and, 

hence, depends on the quantum state under consideration. Let xm denote 

the lifetime of states lying on the monster arms. Then a criterion for 

the regime of applicability of the model (described above) can be easily 

_7 
established. An electron takes T^~4.2X10 sec/H(in G) to go up and 

down a BZ (see Eq. (5) of the Appendix). If fm<Tg, the electron's phase 

will be destroyed by the time it goes around one BZ, and interference 

terms can arise only from isolated interferometers, i.e., from T and R. 

_7 
It follows that the model will apply only when xffl<4.2xl0 sec/H(in G). 

The model of Stark and Reifenberger described in the preceding 

paragraphs is analogous to an optical system consisting of a stack of 

partially reflective mirrors separated by absorptive medium. They used 

such a "stacked-mirror model" in order to calculate field-variation of 

for both the on-axis and the off-axis cases. Here we summarize 

only some of the important results of their calculations and experiments. 

For details, reference should be made to Stark and Reifenberger (1977a,b), 

Reifenberger (1977), and Morrison (1979). For details of an investiga

tion of the interferometer oscillations in dilute Mg alloys containing 

a few parts per million of Zn and Cd, reference should be made to Stark 

and Friedberg (1974a,b) and Friedberg (1974). For all comparisons be

tween the experimental results and the stacked-mirror model calculations, 

field strength was <10 kG, and it was assumed that Pii=^/au* 

Figure 9 shows the results of calculation of the on-axis effec

tive path Kq as a function of k^ for H=10 kG and x=l nsec. KQ is the 

^-component of the effective path for the electron in state 1 (see 

Fig. 5(a)). The narrow peaks occur at those values of k3 for which the 
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transmission probability T for an isolated interferometer is ~1. For 

the peak values of the effective path, the electron wave packet propa

gates coherently for a distance in Ic-space of ~ 55 times G(0001), which 

corresponds to ~0.4 mm in r-space. Such long effective paths are the 

result of translational invariance of the coupled orbit network. For 

k3>0.0015 a.u., the peaks are much less pronounced because of reduced 

MB. Interferometer areas are extremal for kj=0 (see the Appendix). 

Hence, for the on-axis case, the major contribution to the oscillatory 

component of comes from a small number of states in the range 

|k3|<0.0015 a.u. As H is increased, the peaks move to larger k3 and 

new ones are generated at kj=0. This gives rise to the interferometer 

oscillations. As T decreases, the peak values in Kg decrease and the 

peaks become broader. This results in reduction of amplitude of the 

interferometer oscillations as T decreases. 

The stacked-mirror model predicts that, for x in the range 

(0.01 nsec, 10 nsec) the background decreases in the on-axis case, 

whereas it is relatively invariant in the off-axis case as T is increased. 

The oscillatory structure in field-sweeps is, of course, predicted to 

increase in both cases as T increases. As will be discussed in Chapter 

3, the background for the on-axis case is very sensitive to field 

inhomogeneity and strain in the sample. So it is extremely difficult 

to determine the experimental value of on-axis p^. Consequently, it 

is not possible to date to verify the predictions of the stacked-mirror 

model in this regard. On the other hand, as predicted, the background 

Pjj for the off-axis case is observed to be insensitive to t in the 

limited regime of applicability of the stacked-mirror model. It should 



be emphasized that the off-axis background predicted by the model is 

identical to the MB-limited semiclassical value. 

Translational invariance of the coupled orbit network produces 

long effective paths for the on-axis case (0=0). This in turn produces 

large and small p^. On the other hand, for the off-axis case (9/0), 

k_ varies (k =constant) as an electron moves from junction to junction. 
on » 

This leads to different quantum switching probabilities (T and R) for 

the electron at different interferometer junctions. Peaks in the effec-

-4 
tive path Kq are separated by ~2xl0 a.u. in k^ (see Fig. 9). There

fore, translational invariance will be definitely destroyed if k^ varies 

.4 
by ~10 a.u. as the electron moves through one BZ, i.e., if 0~(1O / 

G(0001) radians or ~0.01°. It is obvious that destruction of transla

tional invariance of the coupled orbit network will reduce effective 

paths, and hence will decrease and increase p^. So there should 

be a drastic increase in p^ as 6 increases from 0 to ~0.01°. This 

prediction compares very well with the full width of ~0.02° of the on-

axis minimum in rotation diagrams (see Fig. 8). Moreover, the observed 

angular range of on-axis-off-axis line shape changes also agrees very 

well with the above criterion of 6*0.01° for destruction of the transla

tional invariance. As 0 increases, the amplitude transfer characteris

tics of various interferometer junctions lying on the electron orbit 

(k^=constant) fluctuate quite rapidly. It is believed that this causes 

the fine structure in rotation diagrams. 

Reifenberger (1977) used the large-amplitude field-modulation 

technique to isolate the oscillatory structure in p^ from the back

ground. By comparing the line shape of the off-axis oscillations with 



the calculated results, he was able to deduce values of the MB parame

ters HjCO), H2 CO)» and H^fO) for k,j=0. Values of the MB parameters de

termined in this manner agreed, within experimental error, with the ones 

calculated using the nonlocal pseudopotential band structure (see the 

Appendix). The line-shape analysis of the oscillations was used to de

duce T once the values of the MB parameters were firmly established. 

For T^O.I nsec, the stacked-mirror model predicts dramatic line-

shape changes in the field-dependent oscillations (the interferometer 

oscillations) as H is rotated away from [1010] by only about 0.05°. 

This change is basically due to changes in the geometrical and quantum 

mechanical aspects of the coupled orbit network. For their best sample, 

Stark and Reifenberger (1977b) did observe such on-axis-off-axis line-

shape changes. Using the line-shape analysis, T for this sample was esti

mated to be ~0.5 nsec at 4.2 K. 

Stark and Reifenberger's calculations for the off-axis case were 

highly approximate because they had made some simplifying assumptions. 

Morrison (1979) carried out accurately the off-axis calculations of 

within the framework of the stacked-mirror model. This confirmed the 

results obtained earlier by approximate methods. In the meantime, the 

present investigation had established that the oscillatory structure in 

the rotation diagrams was an intrinsic property of Mg. So the interfer

ence terms which arise from the asymmetry of the interferometer lobes 

were incorporated for the first time in the stacked-mirror model. Also, 

because of the high sensitivity of rotation diagrams (for 0<1°) to dis

locations in the sample, two lifetimes were built into the model: one 

for small-angle and the other for large-angle scattering. Rotation 
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diagrams calculated using this model agree rather poorly with experi

mental results. For lifetimes of the order of 1 nsec and for H~20 kG, 

the predicted amplitude of the large oscillations is only ~1/10 to 1/20 

of that observed for a good sample. Figures 8, 10, 11, and 12 show typi

cal rotation diagrams for a good sample. Besides, the predicted oscil

lations are phase-shifted by IT with respect to those observed: a minimum 

occurs at 6=0° instead of the usually observed central maximum (n=0 in 

Fig. 8), a maximum occurs at the position of the first minimum, etc. 

The model also predicts a background that is very insensitive 

- 1 2  - 8  
to lifetimes in the range (10 sec, 10 sec). However, the experi

mental result is: if the lifetime of a sample is short enough that the 

background approaches the semiclassical value, then any further de

crease in the lifetime does not change p^ much; but in the regime of 

long lifetime, the background p^ is very sensitive to lifetime. In the 

stacked-mirror model, it was assumed that an electron's propagation on 

monster arms could be treated as an intensity propagation. This amounts 

to omitting a rather large number of interference terms as explained 

earlier. It is believed that this basic simplifying assumption of the 

model causes the above-mentioned disagreements between model calculations 

and experimental results. 

It should be noted, incidently, that Stark and Reifenberger 

found reasonably good agreement between the theory and experiment only 

for field-sweeps for HslO kG. For their best sample, the large oscilla

tions occurred in rotation diagrams at higher fields, though the ampli

tude of the oscillations was rather small. It is almost certain that 

for this sample there were strong disagreements between the model 



predictions and experiment for field sweeps above ~15 kG, though no 

attempt was made to make comparisons. Such a disagreement for field 

sweeps only at higher H can be due to the violation of the condition 

_7 
xm<4.2xl0 sec/H(in G) at higher H. The latter condition should be 

satisfied for applicability of the stacked-mirror model, as discussed 

earlier. 

In all the theoretical calculations of for Mg, the effective 

path approach was used exclusively, but there is another method which 

can be used for this purpose. For the on-axis case, the translationally 

invariant linear chain of coupled orbits in lc-space implies that the 

electrons move in r-space on a similar periodic linear chain whose period 

is given by hcG/eH. Pippard (1962, 1964) has shown that this kind of 

problem can be solved by absorbing the effects of S into a new band 

structure which can, in principle, be used to calculate the electrical 

conductivity. In the limits of very low and very high magnetic fields, 

the energy spectrum of the electrons can be obtained easily. For low H 

(<1 kG), the spectrum consists of discrete Landau levels corresponding 

to the quantized cap orbits and a continuum arising from the open orbits 

on the monster. On the other hand, in the limit of high H, the energy 

spectrum consists of discrete Landau levels due to quantization of the 

closed orbits obtained by complete MB of energy gaps between the cap and 

the monster. In the intermediate regime of partial MB, the energy spec

trum will consist of narrow bands of varying width and separation. The 

separation of these bands will be of the order of hu>c, where a>c is the 

cyclotron frequency for the closed orbits obtained in the limit of very 

high fields. 
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In order to observe manifestations of this band structure, two 

conditions should be satisfied. First, hu>c should be much greater than 

k T. This condition is easily satisfied at 20 kG and 1.4 K because, in 
B 

. -4 -4 
this case, nm =1.9x10 eV, whereas k_T=1.2xl0 eV. The second condi-

c B 

tion to be satisfied is that the uncertainty h/x in the energy of elec-

_7 
trons should be much less than hw . Since an electron takes ~4.2x10 

c 

sec/H(in G) to traverse the high-field closed orbit (see Eq. (5) of the 

Appendix), the criterion for observing the magnetic band structure is 

T»4.2X10~^ sec/H(in G). We believe that samples of quality comparable 

to that of Mg #39 satisfy this criterion. Incidentally, this criterion 

specifies a regime where the stacked-mirror model should not apply. 

It should be emphasized that the magnetic band structure cannot 

be obtained if the translational invariance is destroyed, i.e., for the 

off-axis case. So this band structure approach is applicable only for 

the on-axis case. But, for the latter case, it is extremely difficult 

to determine the experimental value of p^. This will be clear from the 

discussion of data in Chapter 3. Hence, at this stage, there is not 

much point in carrying out a detailed calculation of the band structure 

because there are no reliable experimental results to compare with. 

In this chapter, we have outlined the basic theory necessary to 

understand the interference oscillations in Mg. In the next chapter, 

the details of data acquisition will be presented. The experimental 

results will be discussed in Chapter 3, and in Chapter 4 they will be 

compared with our qualitative model. 



CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The experimental details are divided into two divisions: sample 

preparation and apparatus. 

Sample Preparation 

The magnesium stock used as starting material was about 99% pure. 

It was sublimated many times, and then used to grow Mg crystals from the 

vapor phase using a sublimation-growth technique developed by R. W. Stark. 

Crystals obtained by successive applications of this technique were of 

increasingly higher purity. The effects studied in the present investi

gation are very sensitive to the quantum lifetime of electrons. Hence, 

in addition to impurities, lattice strains, like dislocations, which 

cause small-angle scattering, are also very important. Therefore, the 

crystals which had grown in relative isolation were chosen for study. 

Those which grow in a cluster tend to get strained during cool-down of 

the furnace. No attempt was made to determine the impurity content of 

the crystals, but for similar crystals an upper limit of about 0.01 

parts per million of impurities was determined by mass spectrometer 

analysis (Friedberg 1974). 

After a crystal was selected, it was mounted on a goniometer 

and oriented using standard Laue x-ray back reflection. Rectangular 

parallelepiped specimens were cut using an acid string saw which used 

a dilute solution of HC1. 

52 
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A few samples were mounted on a special device after cutting and 

re-x-rayed to check their orientation. Thus, orientation of the cutting 

string was adjusted to compensate for the relative misalignment of the 

x-ray camera and the goniometer. Using this method, samples could be 

cut with their long edges aligned with proper crystallographic direction 

to better than ~0.5°. To measure the sample was cut so that its 

length was parallel to a [llTO]-type axis and faces were perpendicular 

to [ I0T0] and [ 0001] axes. 

Samples were etched in very dilute HC1 after cutting. Then a 

mask was made for each sample from 0.13-mm-thick copper sheet. A mask 

was of the same width as the sample, but a bit shorter so that when it 

was placed on the sample, the two ends of the sample were exposed. Typi

cally two holes, ~0.36-mm diameter and separated by a few millimeters, 

were drilled in the middle of the mask. The holes were aligned with the 

long edge of the mask. The sample was fitted with the mask and also 

covered on both sides. Such a masked sample was put in an rf sputtering 

unit whose anode was a plate of pure copper. Sputtering was performed 

in a partial atmosphere of argon. First, the unit was operated in re

verse bias so that the sample surface was cleaned off by bombardment 

with Ar ions. Then, the copper was sputtered, which resulted in deposi

tion of thin copper film on the unmasked portions of the sample. 

Electric leads were soldered to the copper spots on the sample 

using Indalloy solder #8 (melting point 93°C) and flux #5, both manufac

tured by Indium Corporation of America. Potential leads were 0.13-mm-

diameter Cu wires. Short lengths of indium wires (0.5-mm diameter) were 

used to connect the sample to current leads which were 0.34 mm diameter 
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Cu wires. The flexible indium wires provided strain-free mounting of 

the sample 

Apparatus 

A magnetic field up to about 25 kG was produced using a dc elec

tromagnet. The magnetic field was parallel to the horizontal plane, 

and it could be rotated in this plane at the speed of about 4.3°/minute 

using a long lever arm and a rack and pinion arrangement coupled to a 

motor (#1). Very often the oscillatory structure in the magnetoresis-

tance as a function of angle varied much too rapidly to be recorded prop

erly at the above rotation speed. In that case, a variable-speed step

ping motor was used to turn the shaft of motor #1. This allowed 

rotation speed to be varied continuously from 0 to 0.72°/minute. In 

this mode of operation, motor #1 functioned simply as a gearbox which 

reduced rotation speed of the stepping motor by a factor of 900. A bat

tery of 1.5 V was connected across a potentiometer coupled to the lever 

^rm of the magnet rotation mechanism. This potentiometer was tapped off 

to obtain a voltage signal which varied in direct proportion to the ro

tation angle. The voltage signal was suitable to drive a Hewlett-

Packard X-Y recorder, thereby permitting continuous data recording as a 

function of angle. Typical angular sensitivity was better than 5x10"^°. 

The magnetic field was measured using a Hall probe taped onto 

one of the pole caps of the magnet. An ac method was used in conjunction 

with a Kelvin-Varley bridge circuit. This Hall probe was calibrated 

using an NMR probe. In addition to this, a Gaussmeter, which provided 

an output signal directly proportional to the magnetic field strength, 
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was used to record data continuously as a function of magnetic field 

strength. With the help of a field sweep unit coupled to the magnet 

power supply, the magnetic field could be varied from 0 to maximum value 

at eight different speeds. All data were taken by passing direct current 

up to about 1 A through the sample. Sample current was provided by lead 

storage batteries. For 3||[1120] and ft aligned within ~1° from [1010], 

the typical voltage drop across the sample varied from about 50 yV to 

500 yV at 1 A and 25 kG for different samples. A Keithley Model 149 dc 

milli-microvoltmeter was used to measure these voltages. This voltmeter 

also provided an output voltage proportional to the input signal which 

is suitable to drive an X-Y recorder. 

As in the previous chapter, an orthogonal set of coordinate axes 

is chosen so that the x-, y-, and z-axes are parallel to [1120], [0001], 

and [ 1010] directions, respectively. When measuring p^, the sample was 

located in such a way that the current direction ([ 1120] direction) was 

vertical and the c-axis ([ 0001] direction) was horizontal, ft was aligned 

approximately with [ 1010] by obtaining a wide-angle rotation diagram 

like the one in Fig. 4. This allowed clear identification of [ 1010]. 

Then an expanded rotation diagram around [1010] was obtained by rotating 

the magnet by ~±1° using the rotation mechanism described above. A 

good sample clearly showed a deep and narrow on-axis minimum (~0.02° 

wide) as ft passed through the basal plane. Hence ft could be rotated to 

lie in the basal plane to within a few thousandths of a degree. was 

subsequently obtained as a function of field strength for this orienta

tion of ft. Detailed theory (Stark and Reifenberger 1977a), Reifenberger 

1977) shows that as H is varied from maximum value to 0, oscillations at 



the fundamental of the interferometer frequency vanish at H=Hc and then 

reappear with opposite sign with respect to the second harmonic oscilla

tions. Hc is minimum when ft| |[1010]. This allowed H to be aligned with 

[ IOTO] to within a few tenths of a degree by tilting the cryostat about 

a horizontal axis and minimizing H . When this accuracy of alignment was 
v 

achieved, field sweeps and rotation diagrams were found to be insensitive 

to the angle between [1010] and the plane of rotation of ft. Hence, the 

accuracy of the field alignment was good enough for the qualitative data 

obtained, and expression like "for ft| |[ 1010] ," "for H in the y-z plane," 

etc. will be used even though, in general, this is not strictly true. 

In addition, the MB-generated translationally invariant coupled orbit 

network is obtained whenever ft is in the basal plane, and not just when 

ft is exactly aligned with [ IOTO]. Also, rotation diagrams for ft in a 

plane close to the y-z plane should show interesting oscillatory struc

ture, though in this case, the k3 dependence of the band gaps between the 

cap and the monster will be slightly different than for the exact align

ment. For the sake of simplicity, it was assumed in the theory that H 

lay in the y-z plane (Morrison 1979). 

The cryostat could be tilted by approximately ±3° about a hori

zontal axis. This allowed the magnetic field to be aligned with [1010] 

as described above. Besides, the cryostat as a whole had three trans-

lational degrees of freedom which permitted the sample to be placed any

where in the magnetic field. Most of the data were taken at a tempera

ture of 4.12 K by placing the sample in the cryostat filled with liquid 

He. But often, data were obtained in the temperature range of 4.12 K 
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to 1.4 K by pumping on the liquid He bath. Then the temperature was 

determined by measuring the helium liquid vapor pressure. 

About 40 samples were used to study different aspects of the 

magnetoresistance of pure Mg crystals. Most of the data were taken for 

the current density J parallel to [1170] and the magnetic field H paral

lel to [10T0] or rotated by up to ~1° from that axis towards c-axis. 

For this configuration of H and J, very interesting oscillatory struc

ture is obtained in for reasons explained in the previous chapter. 

The apparatus described above permitted continuous recording of as 

a function of magnetic field strength H (tilt or rotation angle 9 between 

H and [10T0] being fixed), or as a function of the rotation angle 9 (mag

netic field H being fixed). In other words, both the H-dependent and 

the 9-dependent oscillatory structure in p^^ discussed in the previous 

chapter could be easily studied. Most of the time, the transverse mag

netoresistance component p^ was investigated, but on occasion, p^ a^d 

P22 were also studied. At times, was studied for H| J[ 0001] and 

^11[1120]. This configuration also shows interesting effects due to MB 

and quantum coherence extending over a long range. However, these ef

fects will not be treated in this thesis. 

In the next chapter, experimental data are discussed, and some 

aspects of the interpretation of data are dealt with in Chapter 4. 



CHAPTER 3 

DISCUSSION OF DATA 

In this chapter qualitative data are presented and discussed. 

As in previous chapters, an orthogonal set. of coordinate axes is chosen 

so that x-, y-, and z-axes are parallel to a [ 1120] -type, [ 0001] and a 

[ lolo] -type direction, respectively. Figure 4 shows rotation diagrams 

for the transverse magnetoresistance component at H=23.98 kG, and 

for temperatures of 4.12 K and 1.65 K. The current density ̂  is paral

lel to the x-axis. The magnetic field pi lies in the y-z plane normal to 

3, and the angle between ft and [ 1010] is denoted by 0. For a pure 
% 

strain-free sample of Mg, is highly anisotropic. The sharp minimum 

at 0=0°(ft||[ 1010]) results from residual manifestation of the low-field 

open orbits on the monster (see Fig. 3) which are nearly eliminated by 

MB. A pure strain-free sample of Mg furthermore shows interesting oscil

latory structure for 0s1°. It was explained in Chapter 1 that the MB-

induced network of coupled electron trajectories causes H-dependent 

oscillations in p^ for 0=0°, and 0-dependent oscillatory structure in 

rotation diagrams for 0*1°. Typical examples of these oscillations were 

displayed in Figs. 7 and 8 in Chapter 1. The physical origin of these 

inteference oscillations was discussed in considerable detail in Chapter 

1, and details of data acquisition were presented in Chapter 2. A wide 

variety of data for 922' anc* P12 were ta^en i-n order to understand 

qualitatively the oscillations mentioned above. In this chapter, the 
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general characteristics of the magnetoresistance, and the effects of 

field inhomogeneity and strain on the magnetoresistance are discussed in 

that order. 

Field and Temperature Dependence of the Oscillations 

Figure 10 show's rotation diagrams for p^ at H=23.98 kG and for a 

field aligned closely with [ 1010] . Curve a was obtained for unstrained 

sample #39, whereas curve b was obtained after the sample was intention

ally strained. The latter curve will be discussed in a later section of 

this chapter. The narrow and deep minimum at the center of the rotation 

diagram a occurs when |[ 1010]. The full width of this on-axis dip is 

~0.02°. When electrons have long quantum lifetime T, such a singularity 

is expected because the translational invariance of the coupled orbit 

network is destroyed as H is rotated through the basal plane. The value 

of the on-axis relative to the rest of the rotation diagram is ex

pected to be smaller, the longer the quantum lifetime of the sample. 

The oscillations with large amplitude and long period (~0.2°) 

arise because of the symmetry breaking between the two interferometer 

lobes as H is rotated away from [1010]. Often these oscillations will 

be referred to as the "large oscillations" even though under some circum

stances they may have very small amplitudes. In addition to the large 

oscillations, there are small-amplitude oscillations of shorter period 

(~0.03°) which are difficult to see in Fig. 10 because they are super

posed on a rapidly varying background. These oscillations are more 

readily observable in Fig. 7. They will often be referred to as the 

"fine structure." They are thought to be caused by interference between 
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different interferometer junctions. The oscillatory structure and the 

background or the non-oscillatory component of are relatively insen

sitive to temperature below 4.12 K, but are highly sensitive to the quan

tum lifetime of electrons. 

Figures 11 and 12 show rotation diagrams for at different 

field strengths from 24.06 kG to 10.0 kG. The on-axis minimum and the 

central maximum on which the former rides do not change angular position 

with field strength H, but other large oscillations and fine structure 

do. For a given field strength, the angular separation between the large 

oscillations is constant and it increases in direct proportion to H. 

This is analogous to the two-slit interference of light where the maxima 

and minima of intensity are equally spaced. The central maximum (Oth 

order maximum) does not change position as the screen is moved away from 

the double slit, but the rest of the pattern expands. In analogy with 

this, the central maximum in rotation diagrams can be termed Oth order 

maximum, and the other maxima and minima as 1st order, 2nd order, etc. 

in order of increasing distance from the center (see Fig. 8). This 

analogy is not surprising in view of the fact that we are dealing with 

the interference of electron waves. The nth order maximum corresponds 

to an area difference between the two interferometer lobes which en

closes n quanta of the magnetic flux unit, hc/e. 

The large oscillations, except for the central maximum and the 

1st order minima, are practically absent for H<15 kG, but for H>15 kG 

their amplitudes increase quite rapidly, almost exponentially, with 

field. For given H, the amplitudes of the oscillations decrease as 

their order increases. The amplitude of the oscillation of given order 
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SAMPLE #39 
T = 4.12 K 
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0.308 

o° 0.4° 0.6° 

Fig. 11. Field variation of the rotation diagram in the range of 24 
to 16 kG. — Rotation diagrams 1-4 were taken at 24.06, 21.52, 18.82, and 
16.19 kG, respectively. Identical vertical scale is used for the four 
curves. The zero of each curve is indicated by the correspondingly num
bered short horizontal line in the lower right corner of the figure. 
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Fig. 12. Field variation of the rotation diagram in the range of 16 

to 10 kG. -- The rotation diagrams 1-5 were taken at 16, 14.5, 13, 11.5, 
and 10 kG, respectively. Other things are as for Fig. 11. 



increases monotonically with H. At the maximum field used (~24 kG), 

oscillations up to about 7th order were observable. It is believed that 

those of much higher order were present, but were not noticeable in a 

rotation diagram because of the steep background. This is supported by 

the fact that alloy samples of Mg that contained a few parts per million 

of Zn or Cd, and showed much less anisotropy of p^, showed large oscil

lations up to ~20th order (Friedberg 1972). Normally there is a maximum 

of the large oscillations at the center of the rotation diagrams as in 

Figs. 11 and 12, but for a limited range of t the large oscillations are 

phase reversed and a minimum can occur at the center. This will be dis

cussed in the section on effects of inhomogeneous fields. 

Figures 11 and 12 also show the fine structure, which has 

properties similar to those of the large oscillations: for given H, the 

fine oscillations are equally spaced in 0 and their spacing increases in 

direct proportion to H; for given H, the oscillations of higher order are 

smaller in size. Figure 12 clearly shows that, as in the case of the 

large oscillations, the amplitude of the fine structure increases as H 

is increased. At 24 kG, the fine structure has much larger amplitude 

than at lower H, but is less apparent because it lies on a steeper back

ground. The rotation diagram for H=10.0 kG in Fig. 12 shows that the 

fine structure and the on-axis minimum persist down to much smaller H 

than the large oscillations. Actually for this sample, even at 6 kG the 

fine structure was observable for 9<0.2°, and a narrow deep on-axis mini

mum was distinguishable from the rest of the angular structure. It is 

clearly discernible from rotation diagrams for HslO kG that the origin 

of the fine structure must be similar to that of the on-axis minimum 



because the only distinction between the two types of minima is that the 

on-axis minimum is the deepest and sharpest, and that rotation diagrams 

are symmetric about it. The large oscillations and the fine structure 

are not phase-locked. In other words, angular spacing of the large 

oscillations increases with H at a rate which is different from that for 

the fine structure. Incidentally, the non-oscillatory component of 

increases monotonically with H. This is true for any 0 in Fig. 4 except 

for 0*90°. 

Now let us turn to the H-dependent interference oscillations. 

Two field-sweeps are shown on the right side of Fig. 7 that were ob

tained at 4.12 K, and for fields in the range of 0 to 15.83 kG. Curve c 

is the on-axis sweep for which li| |[ 1010] , and curve b is the off-axis 

field-sweep for which 0(=0.063°) is large enough to destroy trai.slational 

invariance of the coupled orbit network. The orientation of ̂  for the 

two sweeps is shown by arrows on the rotation diagram (curve a). The cap 

oscillations are not visible in the sweeps in Fig. 7, but they were 

clearly visible in sweeps at 4.12 K in the range of 24 kG, and at tem

peratures below ~2 K they were quite large at all fields. Interfero

meter oscillations were discussed in considerable detail in Chapter 1 

with reference to this figure, but a few remarks may be added. 

First, a current-carrying sample and the attached current leads 

experience the Lorentz force in the presence of ft. The magnitude of the 

force is proportional to the strengths of current and ft. As a result, a 

sample generally rotates slightly during an H-sweep, thereby changing 

the orientation of the sample relative to H. This makes it almost im

possible to obtain a reliable on-axis sweep over a large range of H for 
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a good sample that has a deep and narrow on-axis minimum. For instance, 

the on-axis sweep in Fig. 7 is sensitive to rotation of the sample by 

~3xl0~^ degrees about the vertical (direction of J) at H=15.83 kG. The 

best approach is to work at as low a sample current as the noise level 

will allow. For data in Fig. 7, current of 57 mA was passed through the 

sample. A second remark to be made is that for 9>0.3°, H-sweeps contain 

very small amounts of interferometer oscillations. They display some 

undulations which are caused by maxima and minima of different orders 

sweeping past given 8 in rotation diagrams as H is varied. This is in 

sharp contrast with the rotation diagrams, which show strong oscillatory 

structure for 9>0.3°. Having discussed general properties of rotation 

diagrams and the interferometer (H-dependent) oscillations, let us exam

ine their temperature dependence. 

Figure 13 shows the rotation diagram (curve a) at H=15.83 kG and 

the on-axis field-sweep (curve b) from 15.83 kG to 0, both at tempera

ture T=1.65 K. This figure should be compared to Fig. 7, which shows 

the corresponding data for the sample at 4.12 K. In addition to the 

large amplitude interferometer oscillations, the field-sweep in Fig. 13 

shows high frequency cap oscillations which arise from quantized cap 

orbits, as explained in Chapter 1. There are about 14 cap oscillations 

pe^ interferometer oscillation. Besides the cap oscillations, high fre

quency oscillatory structure is present in the sweep. This is clearly 

noticeable at the highest field in Fig. 13 and was very distinct in the 

H-sweep at HM24 kG and T=1.65 K. The frequency of this structure is 

greater than the cap frequency, and like the cap oscillations, these 

oscillations are highly temperature dependent. They are not phase-locked 
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Fig. 13. Temperature dependence of the magnetoresistance: (a) rotation diagram at 15.83 kG, 
(b) the on-axis field sweep from 0 to 15.83 kG. -- Compare this figure with Fig. 7 to see the effects 
of temperature variation on the magnetoresistance. 
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with the cap oscillations, and hence they cannot be a higher harmonic of 

the cap oscillations. They can be a side-band of some harmonic of the 

cap frequency with a harmonic of the interferometer frequency, or they 

can be de Haas-Shubnikov oscillations arising from some other sheet of 

the FS. Unlike the cap oscillations, the fundamental and second harmonic 

of the interferometer oscillations show no visible temperature depen

dence below 4.12 K, but in all probability, amplitude and line-shape 

changes occur which can be picked up by the large-amplitude field modu

lation technique. Off-axis field sweeps at 1.65 K show all the frequency 

components that the on-axis one does. In order to draw some useful con

clusions from the temperature dependence of Pj^» we need to estimate the 

lifetime of the sample. 

Using line-shape analysis, Stark and Reifenberger (1977b) found 

that for their best sample, 7=0.5 nsec at 4.2 K. This sample displayed 

on a much smaller scale some of the 0-dependent oscillatory structure 

that is so dominant in the rotation diagrams presented here. It seems 

fairly likely that for a sample whose magnetoresistance is comparable to 

the one displayed in Fig. 10, T is of the order of 1 nsec. 

Temperature-broadening of the Fermi distribution causes a reduc

tion of amplitude of quantum oscillations arising from standing-wave 

states, as explained in Chapter 1. This reduction occurs even for T=®, 

and is given by Eq. (1.35). When the quantum lifetime is finite, the 

Landau levels are broadened, causing partial phase-smearing and a fur

ther reduction of amplitude, x can be converted to an equivalent tem

perature Tp called the Dingle temperature, and the amplitude reduction 

factor because of finite T can be expressed by (Dingle 1952) 



2 
Y = exp-(2ir m*ck_Tn/eftH) * exp - (TT/U> x) 
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(3.1) 

It should be noted that in the above equation, the terms in the brackets 

are identical to X in Eq. (1.35) except that the absolute temperature T 

is replaced by the Dingle temperature Tp. It is as if the sample cannot 

be cooled below TQ. The latter is given by 

T D - j n r < 7 >  t 3 - 2 1  

D 

where <l/x> is the reciprocal of the lifetime, averaged around the rele

vant orbit. For nth harmonic of the oscillations, the exponent in Eq. 

-3 
(3.1) should be multiplied by n. For x>l nsec, TD<1.2xlO K. For the 

fundamental of the cap frequency, when x=l nsec, Y=0.996 and 0.999 at 

H=10 and 24 kG, respectively. It is clear that for x=l nsec the ampli

tude reduction due to intrinsic width of the Landau levels is negligible, 

and all temperature variation of amplitude of the oscillations arising 

from quantized levels can be examined using the thermal factor given by 

Eq. (1.35) alone. 

It is obvious from Figs. 7 and 13 that there is an enormous in

crease in amplitude of the cap oscillations as T is reduced from 4.12 K 

to 1.65 K. This was even clearer in field sweeps around 24 kG. For the 

cap oscillations, the effective mass m* equals 0.2 times the free elec

tron mass. Equation (1.35) predicts that the amplitude of cap oscilla

tions at H=15.83 and 24 kG should be ~ 39 and ~8 times as large at 

T=1.65 K as at T=4.12 K. Though no attempt was made for an exact com

parison, the observed increase in the amplitude of cap oscillations 
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seems to agree, at least qualitatively, with the numbers calculated 

above. It is important to note two qualitative facts born out by experi

ment. First, there is a very large increase in the amplitude of the cap 

oscillations as temperature is reduced below 4.12 K. Second, this in

crease in amplitude continues to occur below 2 K. In both these respects, 

the interferometer oscillations and the oscillatory structure in rotation 

diagrams differ from the cap oscillations. 

As the temperature is reduced, the transverse magnetoresistance 

increases for all 0 as shown in Fig. 4. The amplitudes of all the oscil

latory structure in rotation diagrams and the background also in

crease. However, the background around 0<1° is relatively insensi

tive to variation of temperature below 4.12 K. At H=23.98 kG, when the 

temperature was reduced from 4.12 K to 1.65 K, Pjj increased by ~25, 

30, 25, and 21% at 0=1.2°, 2.2°, 4.2°, and 10.1°, respectively. As com

pared to these, the corresponding increase in p^^ at the central maximum 

(0~O°) and the first minimum of large oscillations (0~0.1°) was only ~ 12 

and 8%, respectively. Under the conditions mentioned above, the typical 

increase in the amplitude of the large oscillations was ~10-12%. 

The increase in the background magnetoresistance and the ampli

tude of the oscillatory structure due to decrease in temperature is only 

weakly dependent on the strength of the magnetic field, but is strongly 

dependent on quantum lifetime of the sample. For the best sample used, 

the background p^ at the first minimum of large oscillations and ampli

tude of the large oscillations increased by ~ 15 and ~20%, respectively, 

when the sample was cooled down from 4.12 K to 1.65 K. These values are 

much larger than the ones quoted above for Mg sample #39. For all 



samples used, the on-axis increased to some extent with a decrease 

in T (see, for example, Figs. 7 and 13). At this stage, it is not pos

sible to determine with accuracy the experimental value of on-axis 

because of its extreme sensitivity to field inhomogeneity (see next sec

tion) and possible microstructure in the sample. Hence, we are not sure 

that this observation is valid. An important fact to be noted is that 

even for the best samples used, all temperature variations in p^ ceased 

to occur for T<2 K. This saturation effect occurred at a higher tempera

ture for samples having shorter x. 

The increase in amplitude of the 9-dependent oscillatory struc

ture with decrease in temperature can be either due to an increase in T 

or due to the effects of the temperature-broadening of the Fermi distri

bution. After Mg sample #39 was intentionally strained, the tempera

ture variation of t was expected to be quite small. For the strained 

sample at H=23.98 kG, the amplitude of the 0-dependent oscillatory struc

ture increased by ~2% when the temperature was decreased from 4.12 K to 

2 K. Assuming that this increase can be ascribed to an effective mass, 

a value of ~0.015 m^ is obtained using Eq. (1.35). m^ is the free-

electron mass. For similar changes in oscillation amplitudes at lower 

magnetic fields, effective mass should be even lower. The interferometer 

oscillations showed no visible change in amplitude when the temperature 

was varied below 4.2 K. As a result, the effective mass to be associa

ted with them will be even smaller than for the 0-dependent oscillatory 

structure. This effective mass should be compared to the effective mass 

of 0.2 nig for the cap oscillations which originate from quantized orbits. 

The rather small effective mass required to account for the experimental 
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results strongly supports the hypothesis that the oscillatory structure 

in rotation diagrams, like the interferometer oscillations, arises not 

from quantized orbits, but from an interference of electron waves propa

gating on open orbits in equal time. Some very strong evidence will be 

presented in the next chapter in support of this hypothesis. For the 

time being, however, it will be assumed that the changes in for 9sl° 

due to variation of temperature, are lifetime effects rather than effects 

of temperature broadening of the Fermi distribution. 

The total lifetime T of electrons is given by 

+ (3.3) 
T Ti Te-p Te-e Ti Tt 

In the above equation, is the intrinsic lifetime of the sample due to 

impurities and lattice imperfections, T and T are lifetimes for 
6"p 6"6 

electron-phonon and electron-electron interactions, respectively. Tt is 

the effective lifetime for temperature-dependent interactions. All terms 

in Eq. (3.3) can be considered to refer to either the transport lifetime 

or the quantum lifetime, T relevant to semiclassical transport can 

be estimated in the following way. Treating electrons as a Fermi gas 

(see, for example, Kittel 1971, pp. 281-84), 

T ~ 1/nvo (3.4a) 
6-6 

O~(T/TF )2CT0 , (3.4b) 

where n is the number of conduction electrons per unit volume, v and Tp 

are Fermi velocity and Fermi temperature (Tp=Ep/kg), respectively, a is 
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the effective cross section for electron-electron collisions and <jg is 

the cross section for the screened Coulomb interaction. For Mg, n • 

8.6x10^ cm-3, v=5xl07 cm/sec, Tp=8.27xl04 K, oQ~10 15 cm2, giving 

r (4.12 K) ~ 10~7 sec . (3.5) 
6™6 

Te p contri^u-ting t0 transport relaxation time can be estimated 

using the Bloch-Griineisen theory (Bloch 1930, Grtineisen 1933; for a sim

ple account see, for example, Brandt and Chudinov 1973, pp. 232-40). In 

the limits of high and low temperatures, this theory predicts very simple 

relations for electron-phonon resistivity pg 

p ^ 124.4 T5 for T < 0.10 (3.6a) 
e"P M0 

p —£-=- T for T > 0.50 . (3.6b) 
e_P 4M0 

In the above equations, 0 is the Debye temperature (0=400 K for Mg). M 

is the atomic weight of the metal and K is a constant related to the 

metal. In the free-electron model, the resistivity is given by 

2 
p = m/ne t . (3.7) 

U N 

At 295 K, the resistivity of Mg due to phonons is 4.30x10"^ fl-cm (Meaden 

1965). Taking m to be the free-electron mass, Eq. (3.7) gives at 295 K 

-14 
the value x (295 K) ~10 sec. Equations (3.6a), (3.6b), and (3.7) 

e-p 

can be used to scale down to low temperatures. This gives the value 

T (4.12 K) ~ 10~7 sec . (3.8) 
e-p 
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Though these estimates of T and x are very crude, it seems likely 

-8  
that xt(4.12 K) ~ 5x10 sec. This value is relevant to the semiclassi-

cal transport. Of course, the value appropriate for the quantum lifetime 

will be much smaller. 

For 0*5°, no MB-coupled orbits exist, and all orbits are closed. 

Hence, Pjj is determined by xQ rather than x as in the case of 9<1°. 

Since no increase in occurs below 2 K, Tq=X^ for T<2 K. Also, p^ 

2 
«H TQ, and pj^ increased by —20% when T was reduced from 4.12 K to 1.65 K. 

Combining this information, we obtain t^/[ Tq (4.12 K)]~1.2, and x^~ 

-8  
0.2 T (4.12 K) using Eq. (3.3). So is ~ 10 sec which is much 

- 8  
smaller than xt(~5xl0" sec). In other words, at 4.12 K, Tq is limited 

by the intrinsic lifetime of the sample, and not by electron-electron 

and electron-phonon interactions. This is supported by the observation 

that the increase in p^ is quite small for the entire range of 8 when 

the sample is cooled from 4.12 K to 2 K. Moreover, in view of the rapid 

increase in xg and xg e at low temperatures, it is understandable why 

no further increase occurs below ~2 K. 

At temperatures above 4.12 K also, the transverse magnetoresis

tance shows trends similar to the ones below 4.12 K when temperature is 

varied. The cap oscillations, fine structure, and the on-axis minimum 

are the first to vanish as the temperature is increased above 4.12 K. 

The large oscillations and interferometer oscillations seem to persist 

up to ~ 10-15 K. Because of the rapid decrease in x (see Eq. (3.6a)), 
e-p 

x and Xq also decrease rapidly with increase in temperature, thereby 

reducing all the oscillatory structure as well as the magnetoresistance. 

It seems that electron-phonon interactions can be studied by examining 
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the temperature variation of the magnetoresistance in the range 2-15 K, 

but considerable improvement in the quality of Mg samples is required 

before the magnetoresistance can be useful to study electron-electron 

interactions. The magnetic field and temperature variations of the mag

netoresistance discussed in this section strongly indicate that the os

cillatory structure in rotation diagrams arises from interference of 

electron waves. 

The best samples used in this investigation had very long quantum 

_q 
lifetimes f~10 sec) which gave rise to interesting interference oscil

lations for 9<1°. These oscillations and the background magnetoresis

tance for this range of 0 should be very sensitive to quantum phase co

herence of electrons because the former are caused, and the latter is 

dominated by electron wave propagation on the coupled-orbit network. 

Therefore, it should be expected that any factor which dephases electron 

waves will have drastic effects on p^. Inhomogeneity of applied mag

netic field and self-field (the magnetic field produced by the current 

passing through the sample) are two such factors. Effects of these two 

factors on are discussed in the next section. The last section dis

cusses effects produced when Mg sample #39 was deliberately strained to 

reduce T. 

Effects of Field Inhomogeneity 

Figures 11 and 12 show that the on-axis minimum is the absolute 

minimum in rotation diagrams for magnetic fields of 18.8 kG and less. 

When the rotation diagrams in this field range were obtained, it was 

found that for this sample, for H>21 kG, the on-axis minimum was no 



longer the absolute minimum of It is thought that this is a mani

festation of greater field inhomogeneity at higher H. This is supported 

by the following observations. The B-H curve for the electromagnet shows that 

significant departure from linearity begins to occur for H>16 kG. Con

sequently, the field inhomogeneity begins to deteriorate rapidly for 

H*16 kG as the iron core of the magnet begins to saturate. Such a de

crease in the field homogeneity was actually observed when the NMR cali

bration of the magnet was performed (J. Eddy 1977). It was found that 

in most homogeneous central regions, the field was homogeneous to ~1 G 

over a volume of ~1 cm x 1 cm x 1 cm at 9 kG. The corresponding region 

had volume of only ~5mmx5mmx5mmat 19 kG. At higher fields, the 

homogeneity was much worse. This inhomogeneity prevents the on-axis 

minimum at higher H from being as deep and sharp as it actually should 

be. There may also be some angular.averaging of due to the variation 

of the field direction over the size of the sample. This too will cause 

some reduction in the depth of the on-axis minimum. 

Incidently, a slight rotation OsO.Ol0) of the magnetic field 

direction occurs as the iron saturates. The rotation angle is comparable 

to the full width of the on-axis minimum (~0.02°) at H=24 kG. This makes 

it impossible to obtain reliable field sweeps, especially the on-axis 

ones, for H*20 kG. Because of this, field sweeps in Figs. 7 and 13 were 

restricted to HS15.8 kG. 

To study effects of field inhomogeneity in greater detail, the 

sample was intentionally placed in inhomogeneous regions of the field. 

As the sample is moved away from the central homogeneous region, it ex

periences a field which is weaker and more nonuniform. In order to 
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isolate the effects of field inhomogeneity, decrease in the average 

field was compensated for in the following manner. For H rotated about 

30° (8~30°) from [1010], no MB-coupled open orbits exist. Hence, the 

rotation diagram in this angular range should be relatively immune to 

subtle effects brought about by destruction of phase coherence of elec

tron states due to the inhomogeneous field. First, the sample was posi-
* 

tioned in the most uniform central region of the field where the field 

„ strength was Hq, say, and a rotation diagram over ~±5° was obtained for 

H rotated ~30° from [ 1010]. Then the sample was moved out in a nonuni

form region of the field where the average value of the field strength 

was lower, and hence was lower. The field strength was increased so 

that the rotation diagram for this new position of the sample matched 

with the one for the central position of the sample, and this value of 

the field Hj, say, was recorded. Thus, for the sample at position 1 and 

the field strength (as measured at the center), the average field at 

the site of the sample was Hq. This procedure was repeated for other 

positions of the sample. Thus, using the sample itself as a probe, a 

correspondence between positions of the sample, 0, 1, etc. and field 

strength Hq, H^, etc. was established so that for a given position of 

the sample and corresponding field (as measured at the center), the aver

age field experienced by the sample was always the same, namely, Hq. 

Then rotation diagrams, field sweeps, etc. were obtained for S 

aligned closely with [ 1010] and for the sample placed in an increasingly 

nonuniform field, making sure that the decrease in average field as seen 

by the sample was compensated for using the information obtained by the 

method described above. In this way, the influence of the inhomogeneity 



of the magnetic field was isolated. In the following discussion, the 

sample position is specified by distance measured from the central, most 

homogeneous region of the field. 

Figure 14 shows rotation diagrams over ~10° for S near [1010] 

and at an average field of 15.4 kG. Notice that curve a for the sample, 

placed in the most homogeneous central region of the field, lies above 

curve b, which was obtained for the sample position of 2". The back

ground magnetoresistance is very sensitive to the field inhomogeneity 

for 0sl°. Curve b for the inhomogeneous field lies below curve a for 

the homogeneous field, but the former gradually merges with the latter 

as 0 increases, the two curves coinciding for 9>5°. It should be noted 

that for 0>5°, no MB-coupled open orbits exist. Curve b also shows that 

the oscillatory structure and the sharp on-axis minimum are destroyed 

when the sample is subjected to an inhomogeneous field. 

Figure 15 illustrates the effects of field inhomogeneity in 

greater detail than Fig. 14, which was meant to give only an overall 

view. Rotation diagrams in this figure were obtained for an average 

field of 16.2 kG when the sample was placed in the central homogenous 

region of the field, and at IV and 2V from the center. These rotation 

diagrams are labeled as 1, 2, and 3 in the figure, and correspond to 

increasingly greater field inhomogeneity. Again, as the field inhomo

geneity increases, the background decreases and the oscillatory 

structure is destroyed. Comparison of the rotation diagrams for the 

sample position of 0" and lh" show that angular positions of the large 

oscillations are the same for the two curves. Since the angular posi

tions of these oscillations are sensitive to field strength (see Figs. 
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Fig. 14. The effects of field inhomogeneity on the magnetoresistance 
in the quantiim regime characterized by long-range coherence. — Rotation 
diagrams a and b were obtained when the Sample #39 was placed respectively 
in the homogeneous and inhomogeneous regions of the field. Both the curves 
were obtained for an average field of 15.4 kG. 
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I:ig. 15. The effects of field inhomogeneity on magnetoresistance in the quantum regime for an 
average field of 16.2 kG. — Rotation diagram 1 was taken when the sample was placed in homogeneous 
field, whereas rotation diagrams 2 and 3 were obtained when the sample was placed in fields of 
increasing inhomogeneity. 
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11 and 12), it is clear that the average field experienced by the sample 

was the same, and the reduction in background was solely due to the 

field inhomogeneity. When rotation diagrams similar to the ones in Fig. 

15 were obtained at higher fields, it was much clearer that the angular 

positions of the oscillations were unchanged; but in this case, the sam

ple could not be placed in a sufficiently nonuniform field because of 

limitations of the magnet power supply. Nevertheless, as far as could 

be verified, at higher fields also, showed similar behavior when the 

sample was subjected to the inhomogeneous field. 

An angular averaging of p^ due to variation of the field direc

tion over the size of the sample should increase the background p^^. 

Hence, clearly, the decrease in p^ in the nonuniform field cannot be 

accounted for by angular averaging. On the other hand, though the angu

lar averaging of p^ might partly account for the reduction in the oscil

latory structure in Fig. 15, it is not a serious problem as explained in 

the discussion below of Figs. 16 and 17. Comparison between rotation 

diagrams 1 and 3 in Fig. 15 shows an interesting behavior. The large 

oscillations in 3 are phase-shifted by tt with respect to those in 1: in 

curve 3, there is a minimum at Q-0° rather than the usual Oth order maxi

mum of large oscillations as in 1; there is a maximum at 9=0.075° instead 

of the usual first order minimum, etc. This phase reversal caused by an 

extremely inhomogeneous field cannot be explained by assuming any kind 

of variation of the average field or an angular averaging of p^ over 

the sample dimensions, and it is inevitable to conclude that it is a pe

culiar effect of field inhomogeneity. The phase reversal is seen more 

clearly in Fig. 18, which was obtained for an average field of 10 kG. 



Figure 16 shows three on-axis field sweeps. These were obtained 

when the sample was placed at the three positions where the rotation dia

grams in Fig. 15 were obtained. The corresponding off-axis sweeps when 

Q _ 
H was tilted by ~0.08 from [ 1010] are shown in Fig. 17. All the field 

sweeps are from 16.2 kG to 0. For Figs. 16 and 17, the probe of the 

gaussmeter, which provides a signal proportional to the magnetic field, 

was placed at a location where the average field had the same value as 

the field at the site of the sample. This could not be done exactly, 

which explains the slight phase shift between the oscillations in sweeps 

1 and 2. It seems that the gaussmeter probe was placed at a wrong posi

tion for the sweep 3. Nevertheless, some conclusions can be drawn from 

the field sweeps. 

First, for the sample position of lh", there is a clear distinc

tion between the on- and off-axis sweeps (curves 2 in Figs. 16 and 17). 

Therefore, angular averaging of over the size of the sample, if at 

all present, must be over an angular range that is less than the width 

of the on-axis minimum (<0.02°). It follows that the lack of manifesta

tion of the on-axis minimum and the fine structure in the corresponding 

rotation diagram 2 in Fig. 15 cannot be due to the angular averaging, 

but is due to the field inhomogeneity. This is even truer for the large 

oscillations because they are less susceptible to averaging due to their 

larger angular period. The second conclusion to be drawn is that the 

interferometer oscillations are more immune to field inhomogeneity than 

the oscillatory structure in rotation diagrams. This is clearly bom 

out by the field sweeps and the rotation diagrams for the sample position 

of 2V' (curves 3 in Figs. 15-17). Different sensitivity of the H- and 
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Fig. 16. The effects of field inhomogeneity on the on-axis field sweep. — The field sweeps 
correspond to the three positions of the sample where the rotation diagrams in Fig. 15 were obtained. 
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obtained. All the sweeps are from 0 to 16.2 kG. 
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0-dependent oscillatory structure to field inhomogeneity seems to be due 

to different origins of the two kinds of oscillatory structures. 

Figure 18 is similar to Fig. 15 except that it was obtained at a 

field strength of 10 kG. Rotation diagrams for the sample positions of 

0", 1 1/2", and 1 3/4" are labeled as 1, 2, and 3 and correspond to in

creasingly greater field inhomogeneity. This figure shows the same ef

fects of field inhomogeneity described above, namely, reduction in both 

the background magnetoresistance and the oscillatory structure. Rota

tion diagram 3 dramatically shows the phase reversal of the large oscil

lations in an extremely inhomogeneous field. For this position of the 

sample, the field sweep showed interferometer oscillations of reasonable 

size, even though the rotation diagram shows very little structure. When 

the sample was moved farther than 1 3/4" from the center, the resultant 

rotation diagrams almost coincided with curve 3. In other words, as the 

field inhomogeneity is increased, eventually its effects saturate. Such 

a saturation stage should be approached more rapidly if the quantum life

time of electrons is reduced. This was actually observed when data simi

lar to those in Fig. 18 were taken as successively greater strain was 

intentionally produced in the sample (see the next section). 

The field inhomogeneities for curves 2 and 3 in Fig. 15 can be 

converted to an equivalent incremental phase change A<|> for the large 

closed orbit consisting of the two monster arms and the interferometer 

junctions in one BZ. This orbit makes up one link of the coupled orbit 

network. A(|> is the increment in phase-change between neighboring links 

_ 2  
due to field variation, and is ~ 5x10 ir and ~0.3 ir for the sample 

positions corresponding to curves 2 and 3. For curve 3, the phase 
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Fig. 18. The effects of field inhomogeneity on the magnetoresistance 
in the quantum regime for an average field of 10 kG. -- Rotation diagram 1 
was taken when the sample was placed in homogeneous field, whereas rota
tion diagrams 2 and 3 were obtained in fields of increasing inhomogeneity. 
Curve 3 shows the dramatic phase reversal of the large oscillations in an 
extremely inhomogeneous field. 



coherence of an electron wave is totally destroyed when the electron 

traverses around just a few BZs. Hence for curve 3, the condition for 

semiclassical behavior is nearly met. Indeed, the rotation diagrams 3 

in Figs. 15 and 18 nearly coincide with rotation diagrams for the semi-

classical regime, i.e., with the rotation diagrams equivalent to curve 

a in Fig. 8. In view of the dramatic changes which occur in Pjj from 

curves 1 to 3, we have strong evidence for truly long-range quantum co

herence extending over many BZs. A new regime of quantum transport in 

Mg is realized where the semiclassical transport theory no longer ap

plies. In the regime where the latter theory applies, the magnetoresis-

tance is determined by the transport relaxation time Tq. Tq is deter

mined by large-angle scattering and is insensitive to small-angle 

scattering caused by dislocations. 

The phase shift of TT in the rotation diagrams 3 in Figs. 15 and 

18 agrees with the stacked-mirror model calculations (Morrison 1979). 

The details of this model were given in Chapter 1. In this model, elec

tron wave propagation is treated as an intensity propagation on the mon

ster arms, and phase coherence is retained only on the interferometer 

trajectories. Hence, in effect the model omits all long-range phase 

coherence and includes quantum effects in the lowest approximation only. 

On the other hand, as shown in the previous paragraph, long-range phase 

coherence was nearly destroyed when curve 3 was obtained. Hence, the 

agreement between the stacked-mirror model and the data for inhomogeneous 

magnetic field is not surprising, and the regime of applicability of the 

model is now established' experimentally. The large-oscillation ampli

tudes predicted by the model, as well as the ones observed in the 



inhomogeneous field rotation diagrams, are much smaller than the ones 

observed in the homogeneous field rotation diagrams. So in this respect 

also, there is a good qualitative agreement between the model and experi

ment. Moreover, the drastic deterioration of phase coherence required 

to get agreement with the model corroborates evidence for the existence 

of long-ranging phase coherence in the sample. 

The study of the effects of field inhomogeneity also provides 

other important information. First, the on-axis minimum, fine structure 

and large oscillations in rotation diagrams, and the interferometer os

cillations in field sweeps require different levels of quantum coherence 

before they begin to occur. For example, the inhomogenous field rotation 

diagrams 3 in Figs. 15 and 18 hardly exhibit any oscillatory structure, 

but the corresponding field sweeps contain a fair amount of interfero

meter oscillations (see Figs. 16 and 17). Second, the oscillatory struc

ture in rotation diagrams and field sweeps, and the background magneto-

resistance are sensitive to coherence in varying degrees in different 

regimes of coherence. For example, the background magnetoresistance is 

sensitive to coherence only in the regime of long-range quantum coherence, 

whereas the interferometer oscillations seem to be sensitive over the 

entire range of coherence. Furthermore, the extreme sensitivity of the 

oscillatory structure in rotation diagrams to dephasing provides strong 

evidence that this oscillatory structure originates in interference of 

electron waves. 

The effects of field inhomogeneity on the magnetoresistance can 

be studied in another way. The electric current passing through the sam

ple and through the leads attached to the sample produces a magnetic 



field which varies, both in magnitude and direction, over the dimensions 

of the sample. The maximum value of this self-field is ~2 G for a typi

cal sample carrying 1 A of current. The field experienced by the sample 

is the sum of the externally applied field and the self-field. The self-

field, in effect, increases the inhomogeneity of the applied field, de

grades the quantum coherence of electron waves, and hence produces 

effects similar to the ones observed when the sample was placed in an 

inhomogeneous region of the external field. 

Figure 19 shows the rotation diagrams around [ 1010 ] which were 

obtained at H=12.7 kG for 0.125, 0.25, 0.50, and 1.00 A. The sample was 

placed in the most homogeneous part of the field. It should be noted 

that x and y scales are identical for all the curves in Fig. 19, but on 

y-axis, the voltage across the sample is plotted rather than the magneto-

resistance p^. The latter can be obtained by using the value of the 

resistance of the sample at room temperature, which was 56x10 ̂  Q. The 

set of curves on the left side correspond to one direction of the current 

which is arbitrarily called normal (IN), and the set on the right side 

corresponds to the reversed current (IR). For a given value of current, 

the large oscillations and the fine structure have greater amplitude for 

IN than for IR. Also, the on-axis minimum is deeper and sharper, and 

the background is larger for IN than for IR. As the current in a 

given direction is increased, the background p^ decreases. For IN, the 

background as measured at the first minimum of the large oscillations is 

~7% lower at 0.50 A than at 0.125 A. The corresponding figure for IR is 

^10%. For both IN and IR, the background is a dramatic 20% lower at 

1.00 A than at 0.125 A. For I<0.5 A, the above-mentioned differences 
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between the two directions of current increase as the strength of the 

current is increased. However, these differences gradually tend to dis

appear as the current is increased above 0.5 A. These effects of the 

self-field can be explained in the following way. 

The applied field has a certain intrinsic inhomogeneity that 

adds to the one generated by the sample current. For IN, the two com

ponents of inhomogeneity partially cancel one another so that the effee-

give inhomogeneity does not increase very rapidly with the increase in 

current. On the other hand, for IR, the two components add up to pro

duce an effective field of lesser homogeneity. As a result, the quantum 

coherence of electron waves deteriorates as I is increased, but it is 

always over a longer range for the IN than for the IR configuration. 

This explains the differences between for the two configurations. 

For IR, the inhomogeneity of the effective field certainly gets 

worse as the magnitude of the sample current is increased. This is true 

even for IN because of the fact that the externally applied field and 

the self-field have different symmetries, and hence, even if they pro

duce a perfectly uniform effective field over a small part of the sample, 

they cannot do so over the entire sample. This explains why the oscilla

tory structure and the background decrease as the current is increased 

in either direction. For 1*0.5 A, the differences between IN and IR 

gradually disappear as I is increased because the inhomogeneity of the 

effective field is increasingly determined by the self-field. Likewise, 

the effects of self-field at higher fields are similar, but relatively 

smaller because of the increased intrinsic field inhomogeneity. 

The observed effects are not caused by heating of the sample 

because the two directions of current give different results. An 



angular averaging of due to slightly different field directions for 

different parts of the sample may be responsible for a slight reduction 

in the oscillatory structure, but two observations indicate that it does 

not play a dominant role. First, it should, if anything, increase the 

background as the current is increased, but the experimental obser

vation is just the opposite. Second, field sweeps clearly show on-axis-

off-axis line-shape changes even for currents as large as 1.00 A. Hence, 

the angular averaging, if at all present at 1.00 A, is over angular range 

much less than the width of the on-axis minimum. Incidently, for the 

best sample used, the depth of the on-axis minimum was different for the 

two directions of current, even for current as low as 10 mA. Clearly, 

the angular averaging cannot be important for such a low current. It 

follows that the observed effects of self-field are results of degrada

tion of the phase coherence. In order to avoid effects of the self-field, 

most of the data were taken for current in the range of 50 mA. 

Effects of field inhomogeneity were examined in this section. It 

was shown that quantum coherence extending over a long range and a regime 

of truly quantum transport were realized in Mg samples used in the present 

investigation. The transition from the quantum to the nearly semiclassi-

cal regime was effected reversibly by the application of field inhomo

geneity. In the latter regime, very little oscillatory structure was 

present in the rotation diagrams. This clearly suggests not only that 

the oscillatory structure is an intrinsic property of Mg, but also that 

it is caused by interference of electron waves. Transition to the semi-

classical regime can be achieved irreversibly by generating dislocations 

in the sample. To study effects of gradual deterioration of the quantum 
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coherence, successively greater strain was intentionally produced in Mg 

sample #39. The results of these experiments are discussed in the next 

section. 

Effects of Strain 

So far in this chapter, data obtained only from "unstrained sam

ples" were presented. Here an "unstrained sample" means a sample that 

was handled with utmost care to minimize the amount of strain introduced 

in it. Even such an "unstrained sample" is bound to have some strain, 

which is produced either during the crystal growth process or during 

subsequent handling. On the other hand, a "strained sample" will mean 

one in which strain is produced deliberately to study its effects. 

Obviously, this distinction between the strained and unstrained samples 

is somewhat arbitrary, but this definition will be adopted nevertheless. 

In the absence of a reliable method to estimate T, this is the best one 

can do. 

Most of the data presented in this chapter were obtained from the 

unstrained Mg sample #39. Having obtained these data, the sample was 

deliberately strained to reduce the quantum coherence of electrons. The 

sample was subjected to electric spark discharges of sufficient energy 

by discharging capacitors across a small gap between the sample surface 

and a fine wire. These discharges produced small pits on the surface 

_ 2  
about 10 mm deep. After straining the sample in this way, it was left 

at room temperature for a day or two so that the strain could migrate to 

the bulk of the sample. Subsequently, data were taken in the usual way, 

the sample was pulled out and subjected to more strain, and then more 



data were taken. In this manner, the sample was subjected to several 

cycles of strain, and effects of successively increasing strain (decreas

ing lifetime and coherence) on the transverse magnetoresistance were 

studied. This study confirmed all the conclusions regarding variation 

of with quantum lifetime which were drawn empirically from data for 

about 40 samples used in the present investigation. These 40 samples 

were cut from different crystals and were characterized by different 

quantum lifetimes because of different purity and strain. The effects 

of strain are also consistent with what may be expected from the effects 

of inhomogeneous fields. 

Rotation diagram b in Fig. 10 was obtained after the sample was 

subjected to the first cycle of strain, whereas the rotation diagram a 

was obtained for the unstrained sample. Both rotation diagrams were 

taken under identical conditions: H=23.98 kG and T=4.12 K. Comparison 

of the two rotation diagrams shows dramatic effects of reducing quantum 

lifetime (coherence) in the regime of long lifetime. When the quantum 

lifetime T changes, the frequency and position of all the oscillatory 

structure in the rotation diagrams and field sweeps remain unchanged, 

but their amplitudes decrease with a decrease in T. Notice that for the 

strained sample, the fine structure has almost disappeared, and the on-

axis minimum is very shallow. The large oscillations have much smaller 

amplitudes for the strained sample. For example, amplitude of the cen

tral maximum has reduced by ~44% after the first cycle of strain. The 

background also has decreased dramatically for 0<1°. Its value at 

the 1st and 5th minima of large oscillations has decreased by ~42 and 

~30%, respectively. In contrast with this, the decrease in p^ at 

0=2°, 4°, and 10° is approximately 18, 12, and 10%, respectively. It 
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follows that for samples of the quality of the unstrained sample #39, 

the background for 0<1° is extremely sensitive to variation of x. 

At lower field strengths also, the effects of strain were simi

lar. Figure 20 displays the rotation diagram (curve a), on-axis (curve 

c) and off-axis (curve b) field sweeps which were obtained after the 

sample was subjected to the first cycle of strain. The rotation diagram 

was obtained for 15.83 kG, and the field-sweeps were obtained for H=0 

to 15.83 kG. All three curves were taken at 4.12 K. Figure 20 should 

be compared to Fig. 7, which was obtained for the unstrained sample. 

Both figures were obtained under identical conditions. The most drama

tic change that takes place because of the strain is the destruction 

of the fine structure and the deep on-axis minimum which occurred in the 

rotation diagram for the unstrained sample. The fine structure ampli

tude after the first cycle of strain is only ~0.1 times that for the 

unstrained sample. Also, the on-axis is no longer the absolute mini

mum in the rotation diagram. The large oscillation amplitudes and the 

background have diminished as the result of strain. 

The field-sweeps in Fig. 20 clearly show the on- and off-axis 

line-shape changes, though the size of the interferometer oscillations 

is much smaller than for the unstrained sample. It follows that in the 

regime of very long quantum coherence, the fine structure in rotation 

diagrams is much more sensitive to r than large oscillations or the 

interferometer oscillations, and that it can be observed only in samples 

of better quality than are required just to observe on-axis-off-axis 

line-shape changes. At low fields, the major structure in the rotation 

diagrams was the on-axis minimum which persisted for H as low as ~7 kG. 
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Fig. 20. The effects of strain on the magnetoresistance in the quantum regime. — The field 
orientation for the on-axis (curve c) and off-axis sweeps (curve b, 0*0.063°) is indicated on curve a. 
All the curves were obtained after sample #39 was subjected to the first cycle of strain. 
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After the second cycle of strain, the background decreased 

only slightly from curve b of Fig. 10, which was obtained after the first 

cycle of strain: the decrease at the first and second minima of the 

large oscillations, and at 0=10°, was ~3, 6, and 4%, respectively. 

However, the amplitude of large oscillations decreased by ~ 30-40%, and 

the on-axis minimum was manifested only as a small kink on top of the 

central maximum in the rotation diagram. It is clear that the background 

has almost reached the semiclassical limiting value, but the electron 

states still have enough quantum coherence to display the large oscilla

tions of reasonable size. This intermediate quantum regime lies between 

the regime of very long quantum coherence and the semiclassical regime. 

In the latter regime, very little interference oscillations occur. As a 

gradual transition from the intermediate quantum regime to the semiclas

sical one is made, the background decreases marginally, but the large 

oscillations and the interferometer oscillations gradually diminish and 

eventually disappear. It is in the intermediate quantum regime that the 

stacked-mirror model is most likely to be applicable. 

Three important conclusions can be drawn from this study of the 

effects of strain on the magnetoresistance. First, a quantum regime of 

transport is realized in pure strain-free Mg crystals. This regime is 

destroyed with very small amounts of strain because it requires electron 

quantum phase coherence extending over a long range. Second, in differ

ent regimes of transport, different characteristics of p^ are sensitive 

to the variation of quantum coherence (quantum lifetime). For example, 

the amplitude of the fine structure and the background are highly 

sensitive to quantum coherence only in the regime of long-ranging 
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coherence. On the other hand, amplitudes of the large oscillations and 

the interferometer oscillations, and their ratios to the background mag

netoresistance are sensitive to T in the regimes of intermediate and 

long-range quantum coherence. In the semiclassical regime, t is too 

small to produce any oscillations of large amplitude. However, for 

0*5° is sensitive to the transport relaxation time Tq. The third impor

tant conclusion to be drawn is that the oscillatory structure in rotation 

diagrams is an intrinsic property of Mg. We have proved this by demon

strating that the oscillatory structure can be gradually destroyed by 

generating more and more dislocations in the sample. 

As in the case of the unstrained sample, as the temperature was 

reduced below 4.12 K, the background magnetoresistance and the amplitude 

of all oscillatory structure in rotation diagrams increased. However, 

this temperature variation of p^ for 0<1° decreased as the sample was 

strained more. Besides, when temperature was reduced below 4.12 K, the 

temperature variation "saturated," i.e., ceased to occur, at a higher 

temperature for a strained than for an unstrained sample. This is be

cause, for a strained sample, the temperature-dependent part of the quan

tum lifetime is relatively much longer than the temperature-independent 

part of the lifetime. With successive increase of strain in the sample, 

the magnetoresistance eventually approached the semiclassical value which 

was independent of temperature below 4.12 K. 

Field inhomogeneity reduces the quantum coherence of electrons 

due to phase averaging. As a result, its effects will be relatively 

small if the coherence has already deteriorated due to dislocations in 

the sample. Indeed, this was observed for the strained sample. 
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Moreover, saturation of the effects of field inhomogeneity occurred more 

readily for the strained sample. In particular, the semiclassical limit

ing value of pjj which is independent of field inhomogeneity, was ap

proached more readily for the strained sample. 

The impurity atoms in Mg crystal reduce x, and hence produce 

effects similar to those of strain. Friedberg (1972) observed that the 

dilute alloys of Mg which contained ~20-30 ppm of Zn or Cd showed the 

large oscillations up to ~20th order in rotation diagrams. The oscil

lations of such a high order were visible because of a very slowly vary

ing background in the alloys. The angular position and separation 

of the oscillations for 9s1° is unchanged from the pure Mg case, but the 

separation of the oscillations of higher order is larger. At 25 kG, no 

fine structure was observable in the rotation diagrams, but a slight 

kink was observed which was the residual manifestation of the on-axis 

minimum. As the impurity content in Mg samples increases, decreases 

everywhere near [ lOTO] . However, the decrease for 8=0° is much less 

than that for larger 9, thereby reducing the overall anisotropy of p^. 

The ratio of oscillation amplitude to background p^j is much smaller for 

the alloy samples than for the pure Mg samples. The alloy samples dis

played interferometer oscillations of much smaller amplitudes. Though 

these oscillations were not visible on an unmodulated field-sweep due to 

the rapidly changing background, they could be easily isolated using the 

large-amplitude field modulation technique. 

Incidently, it may be noted that even some of the best Mg samples 

used in the present investigation did not seem to be single crystals. 

This was suggested by the observed structure of the on-axis minimum 
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whose total width is ~0.02°. However, the standard back-reflection 

Laue patterns of such samples revealed no microstructure. This indicates 

that, even if the samples were polycrystalline, they consisted of grains 

whose orientations differed by <0.005°. One obvious effect of this mi

crostructure is that it causes an apparent increase in the on-axis value 

of and a general reduction, at least to a small extent, of all the 

oscillatory structures. It seems likely that the occurence of micro-

structure is inherent to the crystal growth method used, and that there 

is no way to avoid it. 



CHAPTER 4 

INTERPRETATION OF DATA 

The origin of the field-dependent oscillatory structure in the 

transverse magnetoresistance of Mg has been firmly established (Stark 

and Friedberg 1974a, Stark and Reifenberger 1977a). This oscillatory 

structure occurs when 3 is parallel to [ 1120] and ̂  is parallel to [1010] 

or tilted towards [0001] by an angle 0<O.2°. Magnetic breakdown gener

ates the coupled orbit network which allows electron waves to propagate 

on alternate paths. The resultant interferences of electron waves are 

manifested as oscillatory structure in field-sweeps. Moreover, when the 

electron states have good quantum phase coherence, the rotation diagrams 

around [1010] display very interesting oscillatory structure. In Chapter 

1, some plausibility arguments were presented to show that this angle-

dependent oscillatory structure also arises from the interference of 

electron waves which propagate on the couple orbit network. In particu

lar, it was surmised that the large oscillations originate due to the 

asymmetry of the two interferometer lobes for 0>O°. 

In Chapter 3, extensive experimental data regarding the field 

and temperature variation of the oscillatory structure in were pre

sented. Also, the effects of field inhomogeneity and strain on the 

magnetoresistance were discussed. One of the important results that 

emerged from this experimental investigation was that the oscillations 

in rotation diagrams were indeed interference oscillations. However, 
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no strong evidence was obtained to support the hypothesis that the large 

oscillations were caused by the asymmetry of the two interferometer lobes. 

To see if the observed angular spacing of the large oscillations 

was consistent with our hypothesis regarding their origin, we calculated 

the areas of cross section of the two interferometer lobes as a function 

of for various tilt angles 0. Here is the distance of the plane 

of intersection of the lobes measured along TM from the symmetry point H. 

k£ is almost equal to kjj, the component of ic along 1?, for 0*1° because 

k =ic*H/H=ki cos 0. The lobe areas were calculated using a pseudopoten-
H <5 

tial band structure program (Kimball, Stark, and Mueller 1967). Figure 

21 shows the areas of the two lobes in it-space as a function of kH for 

0=0.5° and 1.0°. The y-axis is also labeled in terms of the phase at 

23.98 kG using Eq. (1.32) which relates an orbit area in lc-space to the 

corresponding phase. It is clear that the lobe areas for a given tilt 

angle increase quite rapidly with kH over the entire range of k^ except 

near ku-0. But very interesting results are obtained when the difference 

of lobe areas is calculated. 

In Fig. 22, the difference of lobe areas, AA,is plotted for 

0<k^<0.020 a.u. for 0=0.1°, 0.5°, and 1.0°. The y-axis is also labeled 

in terms of the phase, <M»cAA/eH, at 23.98 kG. This value of magnetic 

field is chosen because it allows direct comparison of phases with rota

tion diagram a in Fig. 10. It may be noted that AA is an odd function 

of kH. 

There are several things to be noted about the results shown in 

Fig. 22. First, AA is a fairly linear function of 0 over the entire 

range of k„ that is of interest to us, but for 0.004a.u.sk„<0.020 a.u., 
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it is linear to better than 1%. Second, for a given tilt angle, AA in

creases monotonically with k^. It increases quite rapidly from 0 value 

as kjj is increased, but it becomes nearly constant for kj>0.004 a.u. 

For example, at H=23.98 kG, increase in AA from kH=0.004 a.u. to kH= 

0.020 a.u. corresponds to a phase variation of 2.25ir, l.lir, and 0.2ir for 

0=1.0°, 0.5°, and 0.1°, respectively. To summarize, for k^>0.004 a.u., 

AA approaches a quasi-stationary value proportional to 8. 

As explained in Section III of Chapter I, the effective path of 

an electron moving on the coupled orbit network should contain an oscil

latory term which depends on cos (hcAA/eH)(see Eq. (1.36)). When the 

integration over kH is performed to obtain a^, this term will cancel 

for kj<0.004 a.u. because of rapid oscillations. However, the phase of 

this term, $, is quasi-stationary for k^ in the range (0.004 a.u., 

0.02 a.u.). Hence, this term is very likely to survive because of co

herent contribution from a rather large number of states in this range 

of kH. Though the integration over kH may modify the phase of this term 

in some way, it is plausible that the phase will retain its linearity 

with respect to 9. This will explain two very important experimental 

observations: first, at given H, the large oscillations are equally 

spaced in angle; and the second, their angular spacing increases lin

early with increase in H. 

Figure 22 shows that the stationary phase value of IT at H= 

23.98 kG occurs for 0=0.1°, and Fig. 10 shows that, for the same field 

strength, the first minimum of large oscillations occurs at 0=0.1°. 

Because of equal angular spacing of the oscillations in Fig. 10 and the 

linearity of the stationary phase with respect to 0 in Fig. 22, a 
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similar correspondence between the experimental results and theory will 

occur for other maxima and minima, and at other field strengths also. 

It would seem that this is the strongest evidence in support of our hy

pothesis with regard to the origin of the large oscillations. 

At given H, the oscillations of higher order (larger 0) have 

smaller amplitudes probably because of greater variation of phase <f, 

with respect to as 0 increases (see Fig. 22). Moreover, for large 

k„, $ assumes quasi-stationary rather than extremal values. As a result, 

the electron phase can change substantially because of scattering through 

even a very small angle due to, say, dislocations. This seems to be one 

of the probable reasons for extreme sensitivity of the large oscillations 

to strain in the sample. Another possible reason is that an enormously 

large number of electron wave amplitudes, which propagate over long 

paths, can contribute to the large oscillations. 

The large oscillations have significant amplitudes only for 

H>15 kG. A plausible explanation follows. The MB parameter increases 

-3 -3 
very rapidly with kj. For example, at k.j=0, 2x10 , and 4x10 a.u.,the 

value ofHj is 3.05, 37.91, and 78.13 kG, respectively (see Eq. (8) of the 

Appendix). For kj=0, the MB parameters ̂  and Hj are 9900 and 670 G, 

respectively, and they do not change appreciably over the entire range 

of kj. Since the major contribution to the large oscillations comes 

from the electron states for which kH>0.004 a.u., a significant amount 

of magnetic breakdown, and hence the large oscillations, can occur only 

at moderately high values of H. The amplitudes of the large oscillations 

increase very rapidly, almost exponentially, with increase in H above 

~15 kG probably because of the exponential increase in the magnetic 
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breakdown probability with H. Besides, at higher fields, $ becomes more 

nearly stationary with respect to kH- As a result, the number of elec

tron states contributing to the oscillations increases. This can cause 

the amplitudes to increase to some extent with increase in field, though 

the major cause of increase seems to be the one described above. 

The quantum aspect of the translational invariance of the coupled 

orbit network is destroyed when H is rotated away from [1010]. This 

causes a narrow (<0.02° wide) and deep on-axis minimum to appear in ro

tation diagrams when electron states have phase coherence extending over 

many BZs. The corresponding singularity in field-sweep is manifested 

as a drastic on-axis-off-axis line-shape change in the interferometer 

oscillations. The fine structure in rotation diagrams possibly arises 

from the interference of electron waves propagating on alternate paths 

connecting many different interferometer junctions. 

The on-axis minimum, the fine structure, and the interferometer 

oscillations originate mostly from states in the vicinity of k3=0, where 

the MB parameter Hj assumes its lowest value. As a result, they persist 

down to much lower magnetic fields than the large oscillations. Compared 

to the large oscillations, the on-axis minimum and the fine structure 

apparently require phase coherence over much longer paths, and hence 

they begin to occur for longer T than the large oscillations. All the 

oscillatory structure in rotation diagrams is immune to temperature 

broadening of the Fermi distribution, because it most likely arises from 

interferences between electron waves that propagate on alternate paths 

in equal time. It follows that a weak temperature dependence that is 
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observed for this oscillatory structure and the background magnetoresis-

tance can be ascribed to lifetime effects. 

As 0 increases from 0°, the coupled orbit network of electron 

trajectories becomes shorter. For example, for 0=0°, 0.5°, 1.0°, and 

5.0°, the length of the network in ̂ -space is ~8, ~4, and si times 

G(0001), respectively (see Eq. (1.27)). This gross geometrical effect 

results in an overall decrease in the effective path as 0 increases. 

This in turn causes a nearly parabolic increase in the background mag-

netoresistance as 0 increases from 0°. In the preceding few paragraphs, 

a consistent picture of the characteristics of rotation diagrams is de

veloped. It should be clear that the experimental results can be quali

tatively explained in terms of our rudimentary model for the origin of 

the oscillations in rotation diagrams. 

An important and expected result that emerges from this investi

gation is that a truly quantum regime of transport characterized by long-

range quantum coherence can be achieved in Mg. Strong evidence for the 

existence of this new regime was presented in the last chapter. The 

stacked-mirror model fails in this regime of transport, and, to date, 

no quantitative theory of magnetoconductivity exists for this regime. 

As discussed in the last chapter, the transition from the quantum regime 

of long-range coherence to the semiclassical regime of transport can 

be effected either reversibly by introducing field inhomogeneity or 

irreversibly by introducing dislocations. 

In the rest of this chapter, a few speculative remarks are made. 

In the past, the interferometer oscillations in conjunction with the 

stacked-mirror model provided sensitivity to quantum state lifetimes 
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that exceeded by several orders of magnitude that offered by more famil

iar quantum oscillatory phenomena like de Haas-van Alphen effect. It 

should be clear from the discussion in the preceding chapter that the 

oscillatory structure in rotation diagrams is very sensitive to electron 

quantum phase coherence (and T) in the entire regime in which it occurs. 

It seems that this oscillatory structure may increase its amplitude with 

T even in a 'regime characterized by longer T than studied in this dis

sertation. It appears that the same may be true for the background mag-

netoresistance also, once its value begins to exceed the semiclassical 

value. It appears that these two features of the rotation diagrams in 

Mg offer sensitivity to T which exceeds that offered by any other phe

nomenon in metals. 

It will be very fruitful to study the interference oscillations 

in a magnetic field of better homogeneity and greater strength than used 

in the present study. Also, a more systematic effort to reduce dislo

cations in Mg samples will be very worthwhile. Under such conditions, 

which are more conducive to achieving long-range quantum coherence, it 

is likely that interference effects of higher order will be observed. 

Indeed, some evidence for one such effect seems to have been noticed. 

Normally it is observed that the fine structure in rotation diagrams 

decreases monotonically as 0 increases. This is shown typically in 

Fig. 12. On the other hand, Fig. 23 shows the rotation diagram for Mg 

sample #33 taken at 9.92 kG and 4.12 K. This sample was one of the best 

used in the present study. Notice that in this rotation diagram, in 

contrast with Fig. 12, there are ranges of 0 for which no fine structure 

occurs. This "beat" pattern appears to be far more sensitive to field 
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inhomogeneity than the fine structure itself. Such an interference 

effect of higher order may characterize a regime of longer coherence 

than that studied so far, and may in turn extend the range of sensitivity 

to X towards yet longer T. 

On the other hand, a satisfactory theory which incorporates long-

range quantum coherence needs to be developed. Such a theory will allow 

a reliable determination of T from experimental data in the regime of 

long T. It is quite conceivable that eventually, using the interference 

oscillations, it will be possible to study effects of electron-phonon 

and electron-electron interactions on the quantum lifetime of electrons 

in Mg. It seems that two problems will have to be understood better 

before making a valid comparison between theory and experiment. The two 

problems are: first, it is not clear at this stage why a large symmetry-

violating even component occurs in second, it is not obvious as to 

what extent the relation Pn"1/0!! *-s valid. It may be nearly impossible 

to compare experimental results with theory if the latter relation does 

not turn out to be even approximately true. 

It will be interesting to study the interference oscillations 

in the millidegree temperature range. It is quite conceivable that in 

this temperature range, for the on-axis case, some evidence for a mag

netic band structure will be found for samples that are free from 

strain and microstructure. 



APPENDIX 

NUMERICAL VALUES FOR PARAMETERS OF 

THE Mg INTERFEROMETER 

Calculations based on the non-local pseudopotential theory, 

which includes the spin-orbit interaction, give the following numerical 

values and relations for various parameters related to the Mg interfero

meter (Stark and Reifenberger 1977a). 

For orbits on the AHK symmetry plane, i.e., for k3=0 (see Figs. 

3 and 6), the following numerical values are obtained: 

tj = the time taken to traverse path a or b = 23.5 nsec/H(in G) (1) 

t = the time taken to traverse path c = 13.1 nsec/H(in G) (2) 
C  

tM = the time taken to make a one-way transit across the 

the time taken to pass through one BZ = 2tj + tM = 197 nsec/H(in G)(4) 

the time taken to go around one BZ (the large closed orbit) 

The frequencies that appear in the field-dependent interference 

oscillations vary with kj as follows: 

monster arm in one BZ = 150 nsec/H(in G) (3) 

= 4tj + 2tc + 2tM = 420.2 nsec/H(in G) (5) 

Fj(kj) = Fj (0)(1.00+3.02xl05 k^) 
h 

(6) 

F (k-) = F (0)(1.00+4.87xl03 k*) 
C O  C  J  

(7) 
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where FT(0)=1.365xl0S G and F (0)=21.7x10^ G. In the above equations, 
X c 

Fj(kj) is the fundamental of the interferometer frequency and Fc(k3) is 

the sum of the cap frequency and two times F^(kj). These frequencies 

are related to the lc-space areas by the equation: 

Frequency = (Area) . 

The following relations give kj-variation of the three MB para

meters of an interferometer junction. The values given by these rela

tions agree with the values calculated from first principlesto within a 

few percent over the entire range 0<|k3|<0.023 a.u. 

HjCkj) = HjCO) [1.0+4.0X106 kj/Cl.O+l.OxlO5 k^)] (8) 

H2(k3) = H2(0) [1.0-1. lxlO5 kj/Cl.O+l^xlO5 k^)] (9) 

H
3(k3) = H3(0) [ 1.0+8.3x10^ k3)] (10) 

where H^O) = 3050 G, H2(0) = 9900 G, and H3(0) = 670 G. 
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